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Abstract

In this thesis, the issue of generating probabilistically weighted rest parrems, for
use in a Built-In Self-Test environment, is add¡essed. The methodology presented con-

siders the suitability of incorporating Cellular Automata-based srucrures, as opposed to

those based conventionally on the Linea¡ Feedback Shift Register. By adopting rhis

sÍategy, there a¡e, in general, beneficial improvements noted with respect to both sys-

tem quality and performance. The means by which this is achieved is panly due to

improvements in the statistical properties goveming the time evolution mechanism.

Some cellular-automata are capable of complex behaviour, which statistically qualify
as attractive candidates for use in weighted test pattem generator design. The analysis

involved in determining and statistically evaluating these potential models is discussed,

and conveyed for the additional purpose of comparison with previous and statistically
independent models.

It is shown that the cellula¡ automata based weighted test pattern generaror

configurations do, indeed, possess better statistical properties (with respect to: density

and average density; probability mass function; magnirude spectrum; space-phase cross

correlation; and, bit sequence tuple lengths), in an appreciable mâJìner. Due to this, it
is possible to incorporate high quality parallel weighted test pattern generation for use

in an array of testing schemes. One of rhe most interesting proposals suggests an

extension of a Cellula¡ Automaton Logic Block Observer to include the functionality

of a Weighted Test Panem Cenerator. In a mo¡e directly implementable approach,

very effrcient, stand alone, selectable Parallel Weighted Test Pattem Cenerators may be

realized. Finally, because of the modularity and simpiicity inherent in these cellula¡

automata architectures, there is a reduction in wiring complexity and an anticipated

concomita¡t improvement in test circuit performance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Associated with the recent adva¡cements in VLSI technology is the ensuing prob-

lem of tes¡ability. To circumvent the difficulty encountered when providing for resra-

bility, there has been a concenÍated effort to establish new a¡d improved Design For

Testability (DFI) methodologies. A most promising and active fleld of DFT is that of

Built-In Self-Test (BISÐ. Because this strategy has the capability of infiltrating

networks-unde¡-test, right at the chip-level, there is a greater likelihood that any poren-

tially expensive defects will be exposed before the cost of verification is allowed to

escalate.

One BIST strategy which has emerged and is gaining wide acceptance, because of

its ability to conform to the resrictions imposed upon by VLSI, a¡d its compararively

low fault detection cost, is Pseudorandom Test Panern Generation (PTPG). There are,

however, some detriments to the incorporation of this technique: the largest being irs

inability to exercise psêudorandom-resistant ci¡cuits. Fortunately, there is an approach

known as Weighted Test Pattern Generation (mPG), which was initially introduced

in an attempt to expose the faults contained in pseudorandom-resistant ci¡cuits.

Although there a¡e many ways to "weight" typically "unbiased" pseudorandom test

pattems, there a¡e certain statistical attributes which must be maintained to ensure tes-

tability.

The basic motivation of this thesis is to investigate altemative test pattern genera-

tion techniques, which may prove conducive as integration levels inc¡ease.

Specifically, it is of particul interest to generate probabilistically weighted test
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pattems with improved statistical, and, hence, fault detection capabilities. The majority

of the effort is di¡ected on a scheme which involves supplying unbiased pseudorandom

pattems, from a discrete-time stochastic source, to a¡ array of logic gates performing a

weighting operation. The main focus is on using Cellular Automata (CA), as opposed

to Linea¡ Feedback Shift Registers (LFSRs), as primary "driving engines" for rhe

derivation of high quality Unbiased Pseudorandom Test Pattern Generarion (UPTPC).

But, because, they too evolve a¡ound a deterministic statistical evolution mechanism,

only a certain degree of "apparent" statisrical independence is, at best, attainable in

the associated Weighted Test Pattern Generator (WTPC) function. However, it is and-

cipated that this level of behaviour should suffice for many BIST applications. Some

of the arguments which a¡e believed to be germane in building ''good" WTPGs are

discussed, especially those penaining to starisrical characteristics, wiring complexities,

and performance. The accompanying analysis which follows is i¡tended to provide

support to these initial suppositions.

The beginning few chapters a¡e intended to provide some background information

generalizing a¡d categorizing DFT in WSI. By abstracting some general points, a

"grounding" is, in effect, laid out which will shed some lighr on the "core" of rhe

thesis, that being WTPG. Chapter 2 (Design and Test of VLSI) presents an overview

to the field of VLSI, from the design outset to testing, and Chaprer 3 (Design for Tes-

tability) discusses some of the present, and past, DFT methodologies. The emphasis is

on the Built In Logic Block Observer (BILBO), due to its abiìity ro conform to BIST

implementations. Chapter 4 details the effectiveness of pseudorandom testing, wirh rhe

assumption of a single stuck-at fault model. Test quality measures of Chin, McClus-

key, and Wagner (see [Chin87] and [Wagner87]), and there differences with respect to

pseudorandom as opposed to purely random test modelling, a¡e discussed. Chapter 5

(Cellular Automata-An overview) is an overview of the theory of Cellula¡ Automata

(CA). Included is a discussion on one-dimensional CA cha¡acterizations of class and
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behaviour. It is the sole intention of this chapter to overview rhe va¡ious classes of

behaviou¡ attainable by such simply constructed machines, and thei¡ possible utiliza-

tiôn.

Chapter 6 (Weighted Test Pattern Generation for BuilçIn Self-Test using Cellular

Automata), as mentioned previously, is the core of the thesis. Outlined are some of

the potential a¡chitech¡¡es for WTPG, and thei¡ associated behaviours. Examination of

the proposed class of WTPGs are made possible by some coÍrmon statistical estima-

tors. Also mentioned are some of the potential hazards of using known "biased" esd-

mators, and how confidence interval.s are consequently affected. There a¡e several

aspects of WTPG behaviour investigated. The six which were considered as having

significant impact on the rating of such generators include: state-time visualization;

density and average densityi probability mass function (histogram); space-phase cross

correlation; and, bit sequence tuple lengths. Extensive ¡esults a¡e included comparing

CA based WTPGs with those based on the LFSR.

Chapter 7 (Cellular Automata based Testing Apparatus) presents a variation of the

well known BILBO, known as a CALBO, so as to achieve higher levels of fault cover-

age with the added benefit of improved circuit performance. Because of the imponance

of WTPG to BIST, an implied Weighted CALBO (WCALBO) is also justified.

Finally, in Chapter 8 (Conclusions a¡d Funr¡e Work), some inferences are made

in regards to the practicality of the proposed class of WTPGs. Also mentioned, in clos-

ing, are some ideas on future di¡ections for WTPG design, and variations on imple-

mentation.
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Design and Test of VLSI

2.1. Structured Design Methodologies

With the advent of Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI), design complexities

have emerged which compel design engineers to adopt structured design methodolo-

gies. Structured approaches to design offer the means by which problems, existing in

present and futu¡e VLSI developments, may be dealt with. These approaches include

hierarchical, modular, regular, and local design strategies at the integrated circuit lay-

out level (see [Weste85]).

The use oî hierarchy in design layout reduces the complexity of modules by

dividing these fu¡ther into sub-modules, as to create sufficiently workable levels of

detail. A direct consequence of hie¡a¡chical design is the creation of "well-formed"

modules. Modulariry of design generares easily managed constructs with well defined

physical interfaces; that is, references to position, name, layer, size and signal type, of

any extemal interconnections, such as power, ground, inputs, and outputs, is implied in

each module. The final placement of the extemal interfaces of each module is crucial

in providing for the regularity of structures.

Hiera¡chical and Modula¡ design techniques, associated with the development of

semi-custom integrated ci¡cuits, have been incorporated to rid the designer from the

burden of low-level circuit design [Aylor86]. The result of this design exercise, from

the perspective of a digital designer, is that previously designed macros, or modules,
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may be used ro develop complex integrated circuits. Moreover, several designs, from

many different designers, may be grouped together to form ân entire cell library. This

rends to aid the digital designer, with limited knowledge of integrated circuit design

and fabrication, in the task of custom design. such a design environment has proven

successful at the University of Manitoba's VLSI Design Lab, where a custom CMOS

library provides a strong foundation for which to build from, especially for the strictly

digital designer. Also, developmental attributes allow for several designs, from many

designers, to be fabricated on a single silicon wafer as a way of reducing prororype

fabrication costs. This approach to implementation is practised at the canadian

Microelectronics Corporation's VLSI Implementation Centre (VLSIIC) facility.2.1

2.2. Testability of VLSI

Along with the advances of integrated ci¡cuit technology has occurred problems

of determining, in a cost-effective manner, whether or not a component has been suc-

cessfully manufactu¡ed. it has been established that the cost associated with integrated

circuit testing grows proportionally, according to a cubic power relation, to the total

number of devices on an integrated circuit [FeugateSS]. With rhis relation in mind, it is

not surprising that the cost of manufacturing is steadily decreasing with respect to the

cost of testing.

Recently, concern has a¡isen that the limit to the attainable functional density of

an integrated ci¡cuit will not be substantiated by any physical barrier, but will, rather,

occur as a result of the integrated circuit becoming untestable. The point at which a

--2-t 
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component can no longer be confrrmed free of any faults is the point at which it is

unrestable [Aylor86]. An interesting metric depicting rhe cosr incurred by not adopting

testability at rhe ctcuit level is as follows: if a fault goes undetected at úe cLrcuir

level, it will cost one order of magnitude, two orders of magnitude, a¡d three orders of

magnitude, at the printed ci¡cuit boa¡d level, system level, and in the field, respec_

tively, times the fault detection cost involved ar the circuit level. It is, therefore,

necessary for the design engineer to think as a test engineer, and vice-versa, so that

thei¡ duties will overlap to acknowledge testability as a means of increasing production

yield.

Test generation, test verification, and design for testability are th¡ee main a¡eas

which comprise testability in VLSI. Test generation refers to the process of producing

test stimuli ro establish the conectness of a ci¡cuit's behaviour; whereas, res¡

verificatíon attempts to ûnd measu¡es of the effectiveness of the actual test stimuli

(i.e., fault coverage performance, etc.) resulting from the test generation process.

Finally, design for testability (DFT) involves designing rest ci¡cuis, from the outser, to

be used in conjunction with existing ha¡dwa¡e for the purpose of ensuring testability.

2,2,1. Test Generation and Verification

It is of great imponance for the test engineer to reduce the difficulty of test gen-

eration. This can be accomplished by considering the testability of a circuit early in

the design process and making the necessary adjusrments to improve its testability.

Testabiliry analysis is a method which assists in rhe identification of a¡eas of poor tes-

tability for the commit¡nent of improvement. To do so requires a testabiliry measure

to qua¡tify the testability of a circuit. Furthermore, the accuracy and information con-

tent of the testability measure must b€ adequate enough to justify the redesigning of a

ci¡cuit as a way of improving irs restability [FujiwaraS5].
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There a¡e two testability measures which a¡e available to provide estimates of tes-

tability for particular ct¡cuits: controLlabiliry nd obsemabiliry. The degree to which

intemal circuitry, containing low external accessibility, can be connolled from its pri-

mary inputs, is a measure of its controllability. Because test generation requires the

ability to present arbinary test sets to certain portions of a network, at differenr

instances of time, good controllabiliry is necessa¡y. Just as imponant to test generation

is the concept of good observability. Obsewability measures rhe ease with which

internal circuitry can be observed at its primary outputs so that ci¡cuit ve¡ification, in

the form of pass or fail, can be made.

2.2.2, Design For Test Methodology

Including DFf features involves modifying a design according to some criterion.

This criterion is guided by various design goals and constraints. They include: area

overhead, effecn on circuit speed, fault coverage, number of VO pins, time needed for

testing, and availability of testing equipment [Abadi¡85]. Basically, the relative cost of

implementing DFT depends on the magnitude of the desi¡ed level of testability.

Because there is no comprehensive theory relating design consrainß with levels of tes-

tability, immediate assessment of the consequences of design decisions is rather

difficult. Thus, the rules of the DFT criterion a¡e somewhat flexible and subjective.

2.2.3. Fault Modelling

A fault model which has proven to be quite successful, in practise, is rhe s¡uc,t-

at-fault model. This simple but effective fault modelling device attempts to model

different physical faults, resulting from the fabrication process, by assuming lines in a

logic model to be permanently stuck at the 0 or 1 level.
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For ci¡cuits containing just one faút, a single stuck-at-fault model is often used.

If there a¡e K lines in a logical circuit, then there are 2K possible single stuck-at-

faults. For ci¡cuits with more tha¡ one fault, a mulriple stuck-at-fault model is used.

In this case, there are 3K - 1 possible faults since any line may be fault free, sruck-at-

0, or stuck-at- 12 2 
[FujiwaraS5].

A stuck-at-fault model proves quite effective when line bridging ro ground or

power lines cause ef¡ors. For situations where open failures cause intermittent faults,

the simple sruck-açfault model can no longer prove to be as reliable. ln such cir-

cumstances, a more complicated model is necessary to ensrÍe a high degree of testabil-

ity. As often is the case with CMOS, an open error may cause both pull-up and pull-

down sections to be nonconductive. This can place the ouÞut mode into a floating

state which will cause the previous value to be ¡etained. As a result, a once combina-

tional circuit is tumed into a sequential one. For this case, it is necessary to use a

sruck-open-fault model ra¡her than a stuck-at-fault model, since the former takes into

account the time dependent natu¡e of a faulty circuit (see [SudhakarS6]). The exhaus-

tive testi¡g, under the stuck-open fault model, of an n -input CMOS combinational cir-

cuit has been shown to require the application of n'2"+1 test pattems [Bate8?]. This

represents rather a large increase in number over that associated with the single stuck-

at-fault model.

The simple single stuck-at-fault model has maintained wide acceptance as a basis

for modelling faults in combinational networks, due to its ability to model intrinsic

faults at a logic level. Also, to a lesser extent, it makes possible the statistical analysis

of test quality measues for pseudorandom testing a¡d allows for the application of test

set reduction algorithms (eg., the D-algorithm). When a single stuck-at-fault model is

-zz 

The facto, (-l) is included in rhe expression so as to exclude the possibili-
ty of having no faults at all.
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used, a test vector which delects one paniculaI fault may, generally speaking, detect

many other stuck-at-faults as well. For instance, it has been determined by Agarwal

and Fung [Agaval81], that for every complete single fault detection resr set in any

internal fa¡-out free combinational ci¡cuit, ar lea,sr gBEa of all multiple faults made up

of six or fewer faults are covered. This is because many multiple faults a¡e funcdon-

ally equivalent to single faults a¡d are thus readily detectable. It has funher been con-

jectured that other kinds of faults, besides the stuck-at type, may manifest themselves

detectable by the application of a test set devised solely from a single stuck-at-fault

model-
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Design For Testability

3.1. Introduction to DFT

Categoricaìly, there a¡e three techniques which comprise DFT: ad hoc, structured,

and self-test. The ad hoc approach to DFT has, until recently, been the simplest and

least expensive means of providing for testability. It is contained at rhe boa-rd level,

and is, the¡efore, heuristic rather than systematic in nature [FujiwaraS5]. Since this

method does not directly investigate on-chip circuits, and is nor generally applicable ro

all designs, test generation a¡d fault simulation is in most respects difficult. Some of

the more corrr¡non ad hoc methods of testability include pardtioning, test-points, and

signature a-naÌysis.

On the other hand, stuctured approaches attempt to deal with the problems of

testability by applying general design methodologies. In doing so, a systematic set of

rules employed early in the design stage will, in essence, guarantee both controllability

and observability. Structured DFT methods achieve higher degrees of controllability

a¡d observability by introducing testability right at circuit design time. This practise

ensures on-chip circuit testing which was, otherwise, unattainable by conventional ad

hoc testing techniques. By allowing internal latch variables to be controlled and

observed, the testing of sequential networks can be altered to that of testing combina-

tional networks. Thus, once configured into a stable combinational form, a network

can be applied test sets (controllability), from a test generâtion algorithm, while the
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resulting data is verified (observability), Srructured techniques a¡e well established and

are widely used in practise. There a¡e many implementations and variations, all going

by different names, but simila¡, nevenheless: IBM calls it Level sensitive scan Design

(LSSD); NEC calls it Scan Path; Unisys (formerly, Sperry-Univac division) calls ir

Scan/Set Logic; and, Fujitsu calls it Random-access Scan [WilliamsS4].

3.2. Built-In Self.Test approach to DFT

The Buil¡In Self-Test (BIST) approach to DFf is based on self-contained test

application methods. Self-testing generally involves intemal testing practises, where

test patterns are applied and the resulting responses compacted, without the use of

extemal test equipment. (fhis is refened to as a BIST strategy.) prior to the develop-

ment of this technique, available conventional structu¡ed DFT methods rel\ed on off-

line extemal test methods [Fujiwara85, WilliamsS6]. When incorporated for sequenrial

circuit testing, test patterns delivered to the network-under-test were generated from an

external source, Furthermore, all test response data had to be compared with golden

data, also external to the network-under-test, for substantiation of correctness. The

time taken to scan the test vectors in, and the network responses out, is, in itself,

enough of an incentive to find alternative means for achieving testability.

There a¡e several advantages to be gained by employing BIST methods. The

more imponant and readily apparent a¡e the following: huge amounts of test panems

and responses are no longer required to be stored for subsequent comparison; testing

speed is significantly increased; external pin count, dedicared for testing, is drastically

reduced; a-nd, several networks may be simultaneously tested. Because of these attri-

butes, BIST techniques have become one of the most promising of all the DFT

methods. As VLSI adva¡ces, large complex circuits with high speed operation will

tl
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necessitate new developments in BIST structures.

BIST structures are designed to provide the enti¡e testing mechanism for the

system-under-test. some structures are included for the testing of strictly combinational

networks, while other structures replace system latches in order to Eansform a

difflcult-to-test sequentia.l network into a readily testable combinational network. The

methods of testing add¡essed here assume that the networks-under-test a¡e either

enti-rely combinational or have original sequential ci¡cuit functions, which may be bro-

ken up into its system latches and combinationaÌ circuitry.

BIST forms of testing a¡e known as Insiru Self-testing. This technique is

exclusively dedicated to on-chip testing and abide by the assumption of sequential cir-

cuit testing stated previously. Insitu structures often use system latches to participate

in both test pattem application and data compaction. In light of this, BIST techniques

facilitate improvements in controllability and observability beyond rhose artainable by

adopting either ad hoc or structured DFT methods. Consequently, they are included in

much of the current DFT resea¡ch.

In Insitu Self-testing, the system latches of a network-under-test are used in con-

junction with test pattem generation and signature analysis. A popular Insitu method

which incorporates boú aspects, within rhe sarne structure, is Built In Logic Block

Observation. Although there are a wide variety of other Insitu techniques which reap

the benefits of pseudorandom rest partem generarion, Built In Logic Block Observation

is not exclusively dedicated to exhaustive testing as are many of the others. ln fact, it

is normally used for those instances where exhaustive testing is inappropriate. Because

of this, it serves best to demonsrate rhe adva¡tages of BIST. Thus, all principals

applied to this technique, herein contained in this work, are also equally applicable ro

those not specifically addressed.

t2
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3.2.1, Parallel Signature Analysis

For on-chip cûcuit testing, it is fa¡ more practical to propose parallel rather rhan

serial signarure analysis. To meet the demands of testing dense VLSI circuits, with

large numbers of primary inputs and ouçuts, Multiple Input Signature Registers

(MISRs) were developed (see [David86]). These srrucru¡es offer the same capabilities

as the better known serial signature analyzers, but a¡e more efficient. The realization

of MISRs significantly reduce logic overhead and increases the rate ar which data com-

paction may be accomplished. Simply stated, MISRs conform to VLSI better than

their singular predecessors.

3.2.2. Built In Logic Block Observation

A Testing technique that combines Scan Path testing with signature analysis is

called Built fn Logic Block Observation. This technique is based entirely on the Builr

In Logic Block Observer, or BILBO. The BILBO is a multi-functional register

designed with conventional digital logic components. There a¡e two simila¡ implemen-

tations which are most often used. One consists of an assortment of D-type flip-flops

(D), NOR, EXOR, and AND gates, and a 2X1 multiplexer (M) (see Figure 3.1). The

other has, as its only difference in design, the placement of OR instead of NOR gates.

Both versions have two select lines, ,S1 and 52, several inputs {l ¡ I2,..., 1,, } and out-

puts [Or, Q2,..., Q"] ( for an ¿-bit BILBO), axd a scan-in, D¡, and scan-our, D¿¡.r,

line.

There a¡e four different functional modes the BILBO of Figure 3.1, using select

lines S t and 52, mat be configured:

. Fhst, a parallel latch mode allows for normal system operation. When S 1 = I and

5z= I, the inputs {/1, 12,...,|n} may be latched in so that their values a¡e

13
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retained at the outputs {Q r Q z, , . . , Q^} .

Secondly, When 51 = 0 and Sz = 0, a scan path mode is created via a linea¡ shifr

register, thereby, allowing data to be scanned into the primary input, D¡n, and

scanned out the primâry output D¿¿r .

Thirdty, ar MISRIPRNG mode is established when 51 = 1 and Sz = 0. ln rhis

mode, the BILBO is tumed into a maximal-length parallel LFSR. Thus, it can acr

as a parallel signature analyzer or maximal-length pseudorandom number generator

(PRNG).3 1 h order to separate one function from another, the inputs

U r I z, , ,. , In J must be controllable.

Finally, the fourth function mode of the BILBO is the ¡ese¡. When S 1 = 0 and

Sz = I, all of the D-type flip-flops a¡e cleared to zero; that is, p; - 0 for

i e 11,2,..., n). This is used as an option prior to rhe coûtmencemenr of serial

or parallel signature analysis.

Figure 3,1: Buik In lngic Block Obsener (BILBO) register with four mode func
tio na lity : W =8 ; M =2X I multip lexer ; D = D -f ip fl op.

-r't 

prru¿o.*dom sequences are produced by deterministically generated,
therefore, cyclic random sequences. Ba¡dell a¡d McAnney [BardellS6] have
shown that a maximal length LFSR is a poor choice for a parallel PRNC.

sl
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There a¡e a variety of self-testing schemes where rhe BILBO may be applied.

For instance, BILBO resring may be used in a simila¡ capacity to thar of LSSD (see

Figure 3.2). The BiLBO srructure simpty replaces the Shift Register Latches (SRLs)

in the feedback of the sequential network-under-resr. To tesr the combinational logic,

the BILBO is initially configured as a linea¡ shift register, by placing Sr =0 and

Sz = 0 so that an inirial test patrern may,be loaded into its registers. Then the BILBO

is configured as an MISR by placing Sr = 1 and Sz = 0. In rhis mode, parallel signa-

ture analysis may be performed on the combinational logic, since pseudorandom test

pattems a¡e applied to the input while the corresponding circuit responses a_re com-

pacted. After some predetermined number of test patterns, or clock cycles, the BILBO

is once again turned into a linea¡ shift register, so that the finaÌ signature may be

scanned out and checked for good machine compliance.

Figure 3.2: Sequential Nefwork Testíng strategy using Built In Iøgic Block Observa-
tion.

15
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Chapter 3 Design For Tesrabilirv

Because of the favorable resring capabiliry a BILBO has ro offer, ir may also be

used in the resting configuration depicted by Figure 3,3. In order ro rest combinational

Nerwo¡k I, BILBO 1 must be used as a PRNG to provide test patterns into combina-

tional Nerrvork 2, while BILBO 2 pertbrms rhe parallel signature analysis. Likewise,

in order to test combinational Network 2, BILBO 2 nrust be used as a pRNG to pro-

vide test patterns inro combinational Network 2, rvhile BILBO t performs rhe parallel

signature analysis. Additional control circuirry must be included so that when a BILBO

is required to function as a PRNG, all of irs inputs are maintained isolated from the

outputs of the previous combinational networkÆILBO stage (i.e., 1¡ = 0 for

i e lI, 2,.. . , n) is necessary for a BILBO to acr as a PRNG).

Figure 3,3: Concatenated Network Testing stategy using Built In Logic Block Obser-
vatían.

In a different resr setting, a BILBO may be introduced ro modular and bus-

o¡iented systems in which functional modules, such as ALUs, RAMs, and ROMs, and

other i/0 devices, are interconnected by bus routing (see Figure 3.4) [FujiwaraS5]. In

such an environment, the BILBOs are used ro rake the place of clocked latches which
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Chapter 3 Design For Tesrability

are loca¡ed to in¡erface each module. Every module requires two BILBos, one to

issue pseudorandom ¡est parrerns, and the orher ro pedorm paralleL signarure analysis.

The BILBos of one module a¡e linked rogerher wirh adjacent BILBos in anorher

module, via rhe scan input and output lines, in a parallel fashion. With rhis

configuration, every BILBo in rhe chain nray be loaded or unloaded wirh initial condi-

tions or signatures, respectively, in one operation.

Figure 3.4; Bus-Oriented Testing strategy using Built In Logic Block Observation.

Because, in general, combinational logic is highly susceprible to pseudorandom

test pattems, the BILBO rechnique proves very favorable when applied to sequential or

combination network testing. If it is known that a network-under-test is pseudorandom

testable, then using a BILBO to exercise the test will rid the test engineer of some of

t7
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the burden of test generation and fault simulation. when compared to structured DFr

techniques, significant advanrages a¡e offered by employing the BILBO approach to

DFT. Of all the advantages, the most predominant one is that of testing speed. The

speed with which testing may be accomplished is many o¡ders of magnitude faster (see

[WilliamsS4]). The problem with the BILBO is rhar many more parrerns need be

applied to substantiate a certain level of confidence in testability. Even rhough rhe

Scan Path techniques may not involve as many test pattems, to attain the same level of

conñdence, the over all time required to conduct the test is much longer. It can be

said, with conrroversy, no doubt, that the test application of the BILBO approach to

DFT is significantly less expensive, when one considers the immense cost associated

with large testing times and undetected faults at the chip level.

18



Chapter 4
Circuit Testability

using Random Test Pattern Generation

In situations where exhaustive testing is prohibitively time consuming, an alterna-

tive means of providing for testability involves the application of only a subset of all

possible input test pattems. This is panicularly attractive for ci¡cuits which contain

greater than twenty inputs (i.e., n >20) [Weste85]. Funhermore, because test parrern

generation a¡d fault simulation is both expensive and time-consuming, the subset of

test patterns may be generated randomly by some kind of inexpensive built-in

ha¡dwa¡e. The appropriateness of random4 l testing developed from the concept that

an a¡bitrary test set may exercise a ci¡cuit-under-test, wirh a high probability of provid-

ing reasonable assurance that the circuit is in fact fault free.

For a random test to be practical, the test length must be significantly less rhan

that of an exhaustive test. However, it is expected to be larger in length, for the same

fault coverage, than that determined by some test generation algorithm. It is up to the

test engineer to balance the savings of smaller development time and cost with the

increase in test length [Wagner87].

Combinational logic networks have shown to be quite testable by randomly

derived test sets. Random combinational logic networks, with relatively low fan-in,

are amongst the most susceptible, of all combinational networks, to random patterns.

-4i 

The word "random,' ' as used in this section, refers to both purely ran-
dom, or strictly random, and pseudorandom, and is considered "unbiased." The
distinction between the two will be described later on in this chapter.
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Chapter 4 Ci¡cuit Testability using Random Test pattem Cenera¡ion

orher forms of combinational networks a¡e not necessarily suitable for random testing,

since they may contain sections which are only testable by a meager set of input vec-

tors. Moreover' networks with large fan-in, such as programmable logic arrays

(PLAs), are not tested very effectively by random partems. A simple NAND gate sup_

ports these findings. For an n -input NAND gate, with a stuck-at-O fault at one of its

inputs, there is only one input pattern, 111....1, which will exercise the fault. If an

"unbiased" ra¡dom test set is chosen ro test this gate, the detection probability of the

fault is simply 112n. rt is obvious thar rhe detection probabiliry will be rathe¡ small

for large n, that is, for a large fan-in, thereby making conventional unbiased random

testirg unsuitable for this case. conversely, in general, for sma.ller n, or lower fan-in,

the detection probability becomes signifrcantly higher, making rhe gare a possible can-

didate for random tesdng.

The BIST environment has adopted rardom testing largely due to two main rea-

sons: i) it offers generous fault detection capability, for some circuits, at low cost; and

ii), circuits used to generate random test patterns conform quite well to VLSI. Ran-

dom testing has also shown to be somewhat effective in detecting typically hard-to-

detect intermittent faults (see [Savir80ì).

4.1. Purely Random versus Pseudorandom Testing

Purely random generated test sets a¡e the result of a ,.sampling with replace-

ment" procedure. This ensu¡es that every test vector may be a cand.idate of the test

set with an equal probability of being selected at any given time. In a similar fashion,

pseudorandom generated test sets a¡e formed by a "sampling without replacement,,

procedure. The latter procedure, at besr, is capable of generating non-repeatable pat-

tems within deterministic cycles of maximal-length. Hence, pattern repetition is only
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Chapter 4 Ci¡cuit Testability using Random Test Pattern Cenerarion

possible for periods extending beyond maximal-length, since a complete enumeration

of test vectors are produced only for every maximal-length cycle. Circuits which gen-

erate pseudorardom ma-ximal-length cycles, such as LFSRs, are most often used in

BIST structu¡es because they are enthely deterministic, and thus easy to implement.

Past methods of resrâbility analysis relied on rhe purely random test model of test

pattern generation for determining measures of test quality. More recently, Chin and

McCluskey [Chin87] have found that the pseudorandorn test model is aÌways superior

to the random test model. It is responsible for producing more accurate ¡esults, shoner

test length estimates for a selected test quality, and better test quality results for a

given test length.

Using a single stuck-at-fault model, some past methods, based on rhe purely ran-

dom test model, predicted test lengths much larger than those associated with the

exhaustive application of test pattems. This encouraged the development of a merhod,

based on the pseudorandom test model, which was ea¡lier dismissed because it was

thought that the analysis would be too cumbersome, or intractable, to incorporate the

aspect of a detectability profile to achieve superior test length estimations.

Wagner et ai. [Wagner8?] have made analytica.l comparisons between the purely

random and pseudorandom test models. Their findings a¡e supponive to the conclu-

sions drawn by Chin and McCluskey [Chin87]. Some of rhe test quality measures

considered for this comparison are as follows: i) expected fault coverage; ii) test

confldence; iii) expected test length; and iv), average test length.4 2 All th¡ee of these

test qualities were derived using a single stuck-at-fault model assumption, and required

the knowledge of a detectabiliry profile.

-az 

4 ,u65ç¡¡pt R indicates an expression derived from a random testing
model; similarly, a subscript P indicates an expression derived f¡om that of à
pseudorandom testing model.
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4.1.1. Expected Fault Coverage

The expected fault coverage, E[C¿], can be deñned as rhe number of faults

which can be detected in a test of length L divided by the total number of possible

faults, M. Upon knowing the detectability proñle, the expected fault coverage may be

estimated by probabilistic analysis. The exact fault coverage, however, may be

acquired only by direct fault simulation.

4.1.2. Test Confidence

A test quality measure, which is most often used to calculate test lengths when

the detectability profile of a ci¡cuit-under-tesr is unknown, is that of test confidence,

lC (see tChinSTl). It is, basically, the probability that a panicular fault, with detecta-

bility,t, is detectable within a test set of length L. Chin and McCluskey subsequently

obtained the random test length, Lp, as a, function of test conñdence, as

LR(TCR) = Iog¿( 1 - TCp) / log"(l - k/ N) (4,1)

(N is the total numb€r of possible input pattems; that is, N = 2¿ , where ¿ is the

numbe¡ of primary inputs.) If it is assumed that N - L > È, then a reliable approxi-

mation of the pseudorandom test length, Lp, as a function of test confidence ca¡ be

made by [Chin87]

LpQCp) = N'I - (1 -TCr¡rt*¡ (4.2)

The idea of determining a weighted test confidence measure has been proposed by

Shedletsky [ShedletskyTT]. It depicts a more reaÌisric tesr confidence measure, since it
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takes into account all individual test confidence's associated with the detection of each

fault in a ci¡cuit's fault set. In the case where each fault has a_n equal probability of

occunence, the weighted test confidence is equivalent to the expected fault coverage.

This holds true for both purely random and pseudorandom test models. Usually, the

weighted test confidence is used to calculate a fault confidence /oss, which happens to

be representatively equivalent to a fault coverage loss measure. The only difference

between the two, is that the fault confrdence loss is much more computationally expen-

sive to calculate. Thus, the practica.lity of a weighted test confidence measure is some-

what restrictive.

4,1,3. Expected Test Length

the expected re$ length, E[L¡], is a test quality measure which determines rhe

length of a test set, either purely ra¡dom or pseudorandom, required to detect a panic-

ula¡ fault, F¡, of detectability k. For a purely random test model, the expected test

length is

ERlLil=Ntk, (4.3)

whereas for a pseudorandom test model, the expected test length is wri$en as

EptL¡t= !4]K+1
(4.4)
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4.1,'1. Average Test Length

If all the faults of a ci¡cuit-under-test are equiprobable, a¡d each fault, F;, has a

detecrability of lc¡, then an average test Length test quality measure can be calculated

for both purely random and pseudorandom test sets. (It should be noted that the aver-

age test length measrúe is simply the average of all individual expected test lengths.)

From equation 4.3, the average test length for a random test set is

ER[Ll = (4.s)

where å¿ represents the number of faults in the ci¡cuit-under-test with detectability k.

The average test length for a pseudorandom test set can b€ deduced, in a simila¡

fashion, by using equation 4.4 as depicted by

EPILI = (4.6)

A more representative prediction of test length can be made by using a weighted

test length. This approach does not assume that all faults are equiprobable, but, rather,

includes in its calculation the estimated probability of each individual fault occurrence.

The test engineer must detelmine the cost effectiveness of this test quality measure as

to how it pertains to the circuit-under-test.

tSoo
Mrltk

N+1 $ å¿
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Chapter 4 Circuit Tesrabiliry using Random Tesr Patrem Generarion

4.1.5, Comparison of Purely Random and Pseudorandom Test euality Measures

For combinational networks, it is not necessary to apply more than a m¿ximal-

length test set (except for perhaps the additional application of the all zero resr par-

tern), when a single stuck-at-fault model is used, to provide full testability. A purely

ra¡dom test pattern generaror (RTPG) will more rhan likely have to generate much

more than the nominal 2¿ - 1 test patterns before an exhaustive test set is finally

applied to the ci¡cuit-under-test. A pseudorandom test pattem generaror (pTpC), how-

ever, is bound to exactly 2¿ - 1 patterns to exhaust all possible input combinations.

(as mentioned above, the null test vector is added when necessary.)

In an attempt to show rhat the pseudorandom test model is superior to the purely

random test model for any given test confidence level, a formal development is

required (see [Wagner87]). For low detectability, say & - 1, the ratio of the pseu-

do¡andom to purely random test length, for the same test confidence, 7C , is

L"
;L=fclbg"(l -TC).tR

For a large detectability, say ¿ approaching N, equation 4.7 becomes

(4.7)

(4.8)

Consequently, Lp ILR 31 for the same rest confidence, irrespective of rhe fault derec-

tability. For easily detectable faults, both pseudorandom and purely random test

lengths are relatively the same. But, when there exist ha¡d to detect faults, the pseu-

dorandom model offers a more appropriate prediction of test length, because there is

L"
t¿R
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no redundancy in the application test vectors. Thus, the test quality measures provided

by the pseudorandom test model a¡e, in general, more accurate than those determined

from a purely random test model.

From the analysis in [Chin87] and [Wagner87], it can be stated rhat rhe purely

¡andom test model is a poor predictor of pseudorandom test behaviour. Because the

analysis of the purely random model is no easier to calculate, and is always less accu-

rate than the pseudorandom model, it should be discarded. This, of course, is rrue only

for those cases where unbiased pseudorandom testing is applicable. When "biased," or

"weighted," random testing is required, however, a random model is absolutely neces-

sary, since all practical methods which a¡e in use today a¡e all random as opposed ro

pseudorandom in nature. (Pseudorandom weighted test patterns can be generated with

conventional and/or hybrid cellula¡ automata, but only at the expense of a reduced use-

ful test set (see Chapter 6, Sec.6.3.1).)
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Chapter 5
Cellular Autornata-An Overview

5.1. Introduction to Cellular Automata

cellula¡ automata were originally introduced in the late nineteen-forties by John

von Neumann and Stan Ulam as possible idealizations of biological (living) systems.

At the rime, von Neumann's main interest in cellula¡ automata (under the name of cel-

lular spaces) was whether or not machines could reproduce. More appropriately, he

wished to devise a simple system capable of self-reproduction. If he could, it would

reveal profound similarities between mechanical objects and living organisms.

Von Neumann fust attempted to design a machine, or automaton, that could make

a physical copy of itself within itself. When complications arose he tumed to Ulam for

advice. Ulam suggested keeping track of the recursively defined objects von Neumann

encountered by using a computer pattern that would automatically generate a second,

identicaÌ to itself. Needless to say, von Neumann adopted the suggestion and while he

never actually ran his program on a computer, his argument was accepted as the fust

demonstration that a collection of simple elements could automatically reproduce.

Although referred to by a variety of names, including ,.tessellation automata,',

"homogeneous sfuctu¡es," "cellula¡ structures," "tessellation structu¡es," and

"iterative arrays," it was decided that "cellula¡ automata" would be the name best

used to desc¡ibe the era of self-reproducing aulomata [WolframS3]. Von Neumann's
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work on self-reproducing automata was complered by Arthur Burks [Burks70] and pro-

vides information on cellula¡ automata in the formative years of computer science.

In nature, it is common to find systems which behave in extremely complex

manners, but contain component parts which are quite simple. cellutar automata aÍe

mathematical idealizations of such systems. The realization of a cellula¡ automaton

consists of a structured lattice (array) composed of identica.l cells (sites). The values of

the discrete variables occupying the sites describe rhe presenr state of the completely

specified cellular automaton. Evolution occurs in discrete time steps according to some

predetermined rule so lhat each value of the variable at one site is influenced by the

values of the variables in its local neighbourhood. ln mosr cases the neighbourhood of

a site is taken to be the site itself, the site making the caJculation, and its immediately

adjacent sites. The successor states of the cellula¡ automaton are updated synchro-

nously, based on the values of its predecessor states, the neighbourhood, and on the

defrned set of local rules.

In 1970, John Conway introduced what was to become the best-known cellula¡

automaton. The cellula¡ automaron, named the "game of life,', had a biological aspect

whereby cells a¡e bom, live or die depending on the neighbouring population density

[Hayes84]. The game of life takes place on a two-dimensional rectilinea¡ lattice where

the cells are represented as a 1 or a 0 for living or dead respectively. Under some ini-

tial configuration, each cell is contained within a speci-fied neighbourhood consisting of

its eight nearest neighbours (i.e., Moore neighbourhood). At every discrete step of the

cells evolution, each cell responds to the state of its immediate envùonment. In other

words, each cell checks the state of the eight surrounding cells as well as its own state

for each disc¡ete time step. The a-lgorithm for the game of life is as follows: If the

center cell is living, it will continue to Iive in the next generation if either two or three

cells in the Moore neighbourhood a¡e living; if there are exactly three living cells in
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the Moore neighbourhood, the center cell will live in the next generation irrespecrive

of its present state; any other circumst¿nce not already stated will require that rhe

center cell of rhe Moore neighbourhood either die or remain dead [Hayesg4].

Interesting phenomena occur when one views the game of life evolving with the

aid of a display monitor. some pattems oscillate while others pulsate like Amoebas:

many more lapse into a stable or cyclical configuration whereas some die out entirely.

The resemblance to living matter was so pronounced that Conway called his game

LIFE [Hayes84]. In general, the cells ca¡ th¡ive only if they a¡e neither starved (sur-

rounded by fewer than two neighbours) nor overcrowded (surrounded by more than

three neighbours).

5.2. Cellular Automata Classification

There a¡e four propenies which characterize a cellula¡ automaton as described by

Hayes [Hayes84]. The first propeny is the geometry of the array of cells. Identical

cells interconnected in a line form what is refened to as a one-dimensional or line

automaton. A two-dimensional automaton is constructed in a rectilinea¡ lattice forma-

tion, while a th¡ee-dimensionai automaron is readily rea-lizable but not readily visual-

ized.

The second property specifres the neighbourhood of each cell, S(rn), calcularing

its own next state. ln two-dimensional automata there aJe two neighbourhoods which

have been given much attention. The von Neumann neighbourhood of a particular cell

consists of its four adjacent neighbours, those to the nonh, southt east, and west (see

Figure 5.1a)). If the neighbourhood includes the fou¡ diagonally adjacenr ones, a

Moore neighbourhood is formed (see Figure 5.1b). A one-dimensional cellula¡ auto-

maton has an even simpler neighbourhood: the neighbourhood is identiîed as the cells
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to rhe left and right of a particular cell (see Figure 5.tc)). There may be many cells

included

in the neighbourhood, all of which a¡e contained within the linear structure.

A thi¡d factor considered in describing a cellula¡ auromaron is rhe number of

states per cell. The number of srates is directly related to the complexity of the cellula¡

automaton design. For example, binary automata, those with only two states per cell (0

or 1), may be used to represent true or false, or living or dead. More complicated auto-

mata, such as von Neuma¡n's self-replicating automata, may contain as many as

t.,venty-nine possible states.

Finally, the fou¡th cha¡acteristic is the rule which determines the future state of a

cell or the entire automata based on the present configuration of its neighbourhood.

There exist a vast numb€r of rules which may be applied to cellula¡ automata, each

creating its own unique temporal state. If ,t represents the number of states per cell

and ¿ is the number of cells contained in each local neighbourhood, then there a¡e k¿"

possible logical rules. For example, with even modest values of & and ¿ selected,

there a¡e more one-dimensional cellula¡ automata than there are atoms in the k¡own

Universe IDewdreyS4].

In one-dimensional cellular automata: a;(,) denotes the value of site i at discrete

time step t; the site variable occupies an integer between 0 and,t - 1; the parameter r

determines the range of the neighbourhood; and, the rule s describes the iterative evo-

lution according to fWolfram84a]

a.ç +t) - O þ,rlt, a¡(!), *7, o,'lrf (s.1)
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Figure S.la): Von N eumann Neighbourhood (Two-dimensional)

s(m)

Figure 5.1b): M oore N eighbourhood (Two-dimensional )

s(m)

31
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For nea¡est neighbour interaction only, that is, ¡ = 1, we may rewrite this equation

t5 r\

A two-dimensional analogy of nearest neighbour interaction can be described by

a,(t*r) - tþ,q¡, ol,), oll\l

a,(.t,'r) = Qlal.'), al,'l*r, all\,¡, 
"!,,1-1, "l!\,jf (5.3)

This represents a five-site von Neumann neighbourhood genera.lization in an I i,l ]-

Ca¡tesia¡ coordinate system.

Packard [PackardS5] repons evidence that global propenies of two-dimensional

cellula¡ automata a¡e simila¡ to those of one-dimensional cellular automata. Local

phenomena found in two-dimensions also have alalogues in one-dimension. Because

of the simple geometric construction, there is a greater likelyhood of gaining an ana-

lytic undersønding of the one-dimensional automaton's evolution. Consequently, the

one-dimensional cellular automaton is discussed to revea.l generalistic propenies of cel-

lula¡ automata. Any funher references to two-dimensional cellular automata will be

srated explicitly.

5.3. One-dimensional Cellular Automata

The evolution of a one-dimensional cellula¡ automaton may be viewed by obsew-

ing the successive states of the finite automaton on a video display monitor. A two-

dimensional panem is formed which has one spatial and one temporal axis. Boundary
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conditions may be sarisfied by using one of the following rwo merhods: i) the fust and

last sites of the array are joined so that they become neighbours (topologically, a circle

is formed crearing "cyclic," or "periodic," boundary conditions) (see Figure 5.2a));

and ii)' the left and right neighbours, of the fusr and last sites of the anay respectively,

contain fixed va.lues (equal to zero for "null" boundary conditions, see Figure 5.2b)).

In one-dimensional cellula¡ automata, there a¡e at most 2¡ + I sites in a given neigh-

bourhood. This implies that propagating features generated in time evolution will navel

at most r sites per time step.

Figure 5.2a): One-dimensional CA with Cyclic boundary conditions.

laa

Figure 5.2b): One-dimensional CA with Null boundary condítions.

Binary automata are those which have two possible values for the variables at

each site, or k = 2; but, in addition to this, if r = 1 (i.e., nearest neighbour selection)

"elementary" cellula¡ automata are produced [Wolfram84a]. There a¡e a total of &l'''
or 28 =256 possible distinct elementa¡y cellula¡ automata. (Local rules for elementary

cellular automata a¡e described by an eight-bit number.)

A cellular automaton rule is considered "iltegal" unless two restrictions a¡e

satisfied. Ftrst, a null or quiescent initial configuration, consisting entirely of zeros,
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remains invarianr under time evolution. This implies rhat (using equation 5.1)

o[0,o,o, ,o] =o (5.4)

Secondly, the rules must exhibit refection symmetry where symmetric states only

are thereby generated. Thus, øn(!); = ¿Jl)i for some n and all i or

(5.5)

These two restrictions produce what a¡e known as "legaJ" cellula¡ automata. Out

of a total k¿'.' possible one-d.imensional cellula¡ automa ru, nr"' 9-l are legal

[wolframS4a]. For instance, there are 32 legal elementary one-dimensional cellular

automata of the form ÞrÊzÊ¡Ê¿Þ20s0¿0 . The 32 legal rules are 0, 4, 10, 22, 32, 36,

50, 54, 72,76, 90, 94, i04, 108, 122, t26, t28, 132, 146, 150, 160, 164, r-78, 182,

200, 204,218,222,232,236,250, and 254 (see [WotframS3]). Consider rule 90; if a

truth table is constructed revealing the successor state, di(r+1), of a three-site neigh-

bourhood under rule 90, we find a conesponding eight-bit number (01011010) (see

Table 5.1). (This number ca¡ in rurn be represented by its decimal equivalent 90.) One

can readily observe that rule 90 satisfies borh the quiescent configuration a¡d reflection

symmetry restrictions of legality. More appropriately, rule 90 is known as a

"modulo-two" rule where the value of a particular site is simply the sum, modulo-

two, of the values of its previous neighbouring sites.

The Boolean equivalent of this rule is therefore

O lo,(:r", 
.., ,,(i|] = O [",,1], o,'!,]
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Table 5.1: Rule 90 Cellular Automaton Truth Table.

,9,*1(m) = Sn(m-1) @ .în(rn +1), (5.6)

where s,,(n) is the value of site ¿n at time step n and @ denotes modulo-nvo addition

(or "exclusive disjunction").

5.4. Class and Attractor Behaviour

Patterns which have been generated by one-dimensional cellula¡ automata evolve

f¡om initial configurations, or "seeds," consisting of a number of non-zero sites.

'Wolfram 
[WolframS4b], has suggested thar some local rules produce simple behaviour

while othe¡s produce complex behaviou¡. Empirical results show that these pattems

oJ:\ a(t) '{l\ a.(t + I)

000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0
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qualitatively exhibit one of the following features: i) disappearance with time; ii) evo_

lution to a fixed finite size; iü) indeflnite growth at a fixed speed; and iv), growth wirh

irregular contractions. It has also been shown that different initial configurations

change the patterns generated by a pa¡ticulff cellula¡ automaton; but, the cellula¡

automaton's statistical properties remain relatively unchanged, Therefore, all of the

one-dimensional nansition rules can be placed into one of four qualitative classes of

behaviour: i) spatially homogeneous states; ii) sequences of simple stable or periodic

structures; iii) chaotic aperiodic behaviour; and iv), complicated locatized srructures

(some propagating) [WolframS4b]. The cellular automata found within each class,

irrespective of thei¡ seeds and rules, reveal common qualiøtive propenies.

It has been conjectured that one-dimensional cellular automata may be the sim-

plest well defined systems capable of complicated self-orgalizing behaviour. Many

continuous dynamical systems evolve from some initial random seed to highly

specified structures. This is the di¡ect result of the effect or aftractors which conform

a system towa¡ds a subset of all the possible conñgurations. There is a süong relation-

ship between the classes of cellula¡ automata and the type of atractors found in natural

physical systems, For class 1 cellular automata, evolution leads to a stable uniform

state, such as all zeros or ones in elemenøry automata. Hence, the temporal evolution

to some final configuration is analogous to a limit point in a continuous dynamical sys-

tem. Class 2 cellular automara generate patterns which repeat indefinirely (limit sets),

analogous to what a¡e known as limit cycles. The chaotic aperiodic limit sets gen-

erated by class 3 cellula¡ automata a¡e associated with more interesting entities known

as strange or chaotic attr*¿ctors. This is cha¡acteristic of phenomena such as n:rbulent

flow. The evolutions of these systems proceed toward â subset of all the possible

configurations. Class 4 cellula¡ automata represent rules which a¡e both ra¡e and intri-

guing. In predicting the successor state of a class 4 cellula¡ automaton, there is prob-

ably no more efficient procedure than allowing rhe automaton itself to compute rhe
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state. A related conjecture suggests that class 4 automata may be capable of universal

computation, so that rheir evolution may implement any finite algorithm [Hayesg4].

Slight penurbations in the initial configurations of the va-rious cellula¡ automata

classes a¡e observed to have cha¡acteristic effects on stability and predictability. The

results of changing the value of a single initial site has the following consequences:

class 1 cellula¡ automata experience no change in the final state; class 2 cellula¡ auto-

mata differ only in a finite region; class 3 cellula¡ automata change over an ever

increasing region; and, class 4 cellula¡ automata experience irregular changes

IWolframS4c].

5.5. Summary

Cellular âutomara are simply constructed systems which are capable of complex

behaviour. They are constructed from a sfuctured lattice composed of identical cells

representing site variables. Each site variable is occupied by an integer value describ-

ing the present state of the specified cellula¡ automaton. The cellula¡ automaton evolu-

tion proceeds according to some predetermined rule, where the successor states are

updated synchronously. Four general properties which cha¡acterize a cellular automa-

ton are: i) the geomerry; ii) the neighbourhood; iii) the number of states per cell; and

iv), the rule specifying the evolution.

The structure of a one-dimensional cellular automaton consists of an array of cells

interconnected in a line confrgurarion, A one-dimensional cellula¡ automaton is funher

characterized by the kind of behaviour which results f¡om its evolution. This

behaviour can be explained by the presence or absence of attractors in its state ga¡si-

tion diagram. There are, in general, fou¡ disti¡ct classes which all one-dimensional

cellula¡ automata may be categorized in.
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Chapter 6
Weighted Test Pattern Generation

for Built-In Self-Test
using Cellular Automata

The concept of weighted test patrern generation was fust initiated to aid in the

detecøbility of ha¡d-to-detect or pseudorandom-resistant faults (see [SchnurmannT5,

Savi¡84, chi¡841). By weighting the input probability distribution, an attempr is made

to expose the hard-to-detect faulrs, thereby making them random pattem testable. in

other words, an optimal input probability disribution is desùed in order to maximize

fault coverage and minimize test length. (This is basicaJly a¡ extension of earlier

work concerning equiprobable, unbiased, pseudorandom test patterns, with the single

sruck-at-fault model assumed in the derivation of test quality measures.) overall, there

exists a class of combinational networks whose testability may be significantly

improved by utilizing a weighted probability disu'ibution. Although it may be easy, in

practise, to weight the input test pattems for such circuits, imponant statistical attri-

butes must be maintained to ensuÍe testability.

There are two different techniques i¡uoduced for the purpose of provid.ing an

alternative to previous weighted rest Pattem Generaror (\wpc) designs. Both of

these approaches employ one-d.imensional cellular Automata (cA) strucrures in an

âttempt to achieve better staristical propenies (see [podaimaSS]). Ideally, a sysrem pos-

sessing statistical independence is sought. However, because the time evolution of a

one-dimensional cellular automaton is deterministically generated, only a certain
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degree of "apparent" statistical independence is, at best, anai¡able. For Built-In

Self-Test (BIST), this level of behaviour is sufficient, since it is expected that empiri-

cally generated statistical quantities will conform, within reasonable accuracy, to those

determined ana.lytically. In this regard, those one-d.imensional cellula¡ automara which

are capable of generating "chaotic" behaviou¡ are of particular interest. In cerrain

cases, they have also been shown to exhibit "autoplectic" behaviour. Autoplectic

behaviour implies that f¡om some simple initial srate, the cellula¡ automaton yields

complicated, or perhaps unpredictable, configurations in its time evolution. systems

which a¡e autoplectic in nature generate sequences conside¡ed effectively random

lWolf¡am85l.

The following analysis examines and assesses the proposed class of wrpGs wirh

respect to those devised previously, based on the maximal-length lineã feedback shift

register (LFSR). several time evolution cha¡acteristics are investigated. They include:

state-time visualization; density and average density; probability mass function (histo-

gram); magninrde spectrum; both auto and cross-cor¡elation coefficient functions; and,

bit sequence tuple lengths. These observations form the basis whereof comparisons

can b€ made directly, leading to advantageous amendments in BIST circuitry.

ó.1. Weighted Test Pattern GeneratÍon for Fault Detectabitity

The versatility ai which pseudorandom patterns may be d"istributed in a system,

and the strikingly high fault detection capability of these test pattems, makes pseu-

dorandom pattem testing particularly suited for use in a BIST strategy. Today, there is

little argument that this ideology is applicable to a large class of combinational ci¡-

cuits. often, however, there a¡e insnnces where a ci¡cuit's testability is hindered by a

relatively few numbe¡ of ha¡d to detect faults. when ordinary unbiased pseudorandom
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testing is performed, these faults are categorically known as pseudorandom-resistant

faulrs, and conrain remarkably low fault detecrion probabilities. Ci¡cuits k¡own to

contain such faults a¡e called pseudorandom-resistant, and must be dealt with by an

advanced form of testability.

A successful candidate, which maintai¡s many of the attributes fust introduced by

Unbiased Pseudorandom Test Pattern Ceneration (UFrIPG), is Weighted Test partern

Generation (U¡|PC). This approach involves the application of weighted probability

distributions in order to enhance the probability of generating suitable panems to

expose the pseudorandom-resistant faults (see IChin84]). In doing so, the overall resr

set will dec¡ease while the fault coverage increases, thereby, making this pa¡ticular

sub-class of ci¡cuits weighted random pattern testable. Work by Wunderlich [Wunder-

lich88l, and Waicukauski a¡d Lindbloom [WaicukauskiSs], have successfully demon-

stated that this is, in fact, the case for the 10 ISCAS [Brglez85] benchmark designs.

6.2. Weighted Test Pattern Generation Methodology

By using an adaptive weighted tesr partem generation merhod, or probabilistic

fault grading technique,. it is possible to find rhe reladonship berween the fault detec-

tion a¡d rate of excitation of a circuit. With this knowledge, an appropriate weighted

probability distribution(s) may then be assigned. Although more recent advances in

WTPG have resulted in some efñcient heuristics for computing multiple weighted test

sets, ea¡lier work conceming Chin and McCluskey tchinS4l sufñces to demonsrrate, in

a simplified manner, the attributes of WTPG.

According to Chin and McCluskey [Chin84], Savi¡, in [Savi¡83], explains how a

fault detection probability profile for a parricul design may be calculated, which

would give the probabiliry of derecting any faulr given an arbitrary input probability
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disrribution. Then, in ISavi¡84], he shows how this fault detection probabiliry profile

can be used to estimate the random test pattern length required to perform a test given

a certain fault escape probability.

Chin a¡d McCluskey use the fault detection probability profiles, corresponding to

each chosen weighting, to isolate the pseudorândom-resistant faults, and to identify the

weightings for which the pseudorandom-¡esistant faults a¡e more readily detectable.

Once this is established, a weighted random rest set, wirh either single or multiple dis-

tributions of specified length, may be applied to the circuit-under+est, in order to max-

imize the fault detection probabilify of all faults concerned. The resulting ouçut data,

f¡om the application of the entire test set, may be compacted by conventional CRC

signature analysis and subsequently compared for ci¡cuit validity.

To illustrate the amendments of WTPG, fust consider a fa¡-out free combina-

tional logic AND-tree consisting of thi¡teen tfuee-input AND gates to be random resred

(see Figure 6.1). Notice that this strucrure consists of 27 pnmaq inputs for the fust 9

gates forming the 6rsr of th¡ee levels. Additionally, located at the end of the third and

final level, is a single primary output. Since there is no fan-out, only those faults at

the primary locations need be considered for analysis with a single stuck-at-faulr

model. By examining th¡ee chosen probability distributions (i.e., 25Vo, 50Va, and

'7 5Vo), a complete fault detecúon profile conesponding to all possible faults may be

constructed, as given in Table 6.1. The detection probabilities for an input stuck-ar- 1

and sruck-at-O, may be computeÅ by P¿=Po26(1-P,r) and P¿=P*27, respecrively;

likewise, the detection probabilities for the output stuck-at- 1 and stuck-at-0, may be

computed by Po=I-P',21 and, P¿=p*21 , respectively, where P,, denotes the selected

weighted probability distribution, and P¿ rhe corresponding detection probability.

In order to simplify the procedure of computing the required test lengrh for each

weighted dist¡ibution, Chin a¡d McCluskey capiralized on Savi¡'s notion that "....faults
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Figure 6.1: Nesred AND-gate Tree with Three-input Logic.

with a detection probability greater rhan twice the detection probabiliry of the wo¡st

fault (lowest detection probability) do not contribure signiflcantly ro rhe required tesr

length [Savir84]." Furthermore, his calculations yielded a required rest length [Chin87]

Itr
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Detection

Probability

Formula

Fault

Class

Number Detecrion Probability

25Vo 50Vo 757o

pd=(p*)26(1-pw)

P¿=(P*)27

P¿=1-(P*)27

Po=(P*)27

input SA/1

input SA/0

ourpur sA/1

ourput sA/0

2'l

27

I
i

l,67xl0-r6

5.55x10-r7

1.00

5.55x 10-17

7.45x10-e

7.45x10-e

1.00

7.45x1}-e

1.41x 10+

4.23x104

0.9996

4.23x104

Table 6.1: Fault Detection Probabiliry Profiles (25Va,50Vo,75Vo).
Taken from Ref . IChin84]

Þ Ð nw L

25Vo

50Vo

'7 5Vo

5.55x10-t7

7.45x 10-e

1.41x10+

28

55

2'7

1.84x 10r7

1.46x10e
'123t0

Table 6.2: Worst Case Test Set Length for Test Confdence of 99.9Vo (257o, 50Vo,75Vo).
Taken from Ref . [Chin&4]

where P¿ç is the fault detection probability of the "worst case" fault; n* is the

number of those worst-case faults; and, e is the escape probability, indicative of the

desi¡ed test confidence level. So, when a resr confidence of 99.9Vo (i.e., ¿ =0.@l) is

selected, the AND-tree example circuit requires the test lengths given by Table 6.2.

(Because Savir's model assumes truly random testing, the test length computed for the

507¿ distribution is larger thalr an acrual exhaustive test set. However, stricdy speak-

ing, this model is evidently more than adequate for the purpose of exemplifying the

potential benefrts warranted by weighted random pattem testing.)
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From this information, it is obvious that a single distribution of 75Zo would serve

this strucrure a substantial improvement in testability over a conventional unbiased

(5070) random/pseudorandom test. Considering that this example is rrivial in nature, ir

successfully demonstrates the effectiveness of using weighted random pattem test sets

on classified pseudorandom-resista¡t ci¡cuits. The same methodology can be applied

to much more complicated combinational networks, so long as they fall into the

required classification. For these networks, there may be no single weighted distribu-

tion necessary to facilitate testing, but, rather, a compromise between a multitude of

different weightings, each with its own individual test length.

6.3. Cellular Automata based WTPG Considerations:

There are two possible techniques for reaLizing cellula¡ automata based WTpCs:

i) using conventional a¡d hybrid one-dimensionai cellula¡ automara; and ii), using driv-

ing engines with extemal weighring logic.

6.3.1. Using Conventional and Hybrid One.dimensional Cetlular Automata

As suggested by Wolfram [Wolfram83], rhe simplesr starisrical quandry cha¡acter-

izing a conventional one-dimensional cellula¡ automaton's configuration (state) is the

average fraction (density) of sites with an occupance of one. This simplistic

quantification can also be used as an informal way of characterizing a cellular

automaton's rule number. In total, there are

6.2\

a¡d

t-k> *r
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¡P " l¡rov 
- r)r," '' - t) (6.3)

conventional cA and hybrid cA (HCA) rules, respectively: k represents rhe number of

states of each accompanying cell, r the size of the neighbourhood, and lv the total

number of cells making up the structure.

Based on nearest neighbouring cells (i.e., ¡=1), there a¡e 256 differenr conven_

tional elementary one-dimensional CA rules, each represenred by a unique eight-bit

bina¡y number. It has been substantiated that the fraction of ones contained in a con-

ventional one-dimensional cellula¡ automaton's binary rule number is, somewhat, indi-

cative its steâdy-state average density. Suppose, for instance, that the fraction of ones

found in some particula¡ conventional CA rule number happens to be equal to one-half

(e.g., Rule 30, Rule 45 and Rule 75). If the densiry evolurion is observed for rhar rule,

it is likely, unless the evolution is contained in an arbitrarily shon cycle length, that ir

will lead to a steady-state value of approximately one-half. This implies a supposition

that a range of weighting functions may be selected as a consequence of rule number,

for as long as cycle lengths do not interfe¡e with the pseudorandom propenies of the

autoplectic, or chaotic rules. Although these simply constructed rules give justification

to the concept of using convendonal one-dimensional chaotic CA as WTpGs, there a¡e

relatively few which may qualify for this purpose. Consequently, conventional CA

with larger neighbourhoods, say r=2, will have to be investigated before any infer-

ences can be made. Because there a¡e 232 of these rules, it is conjectured that several

exist; but, due to the large number, rhey may be difficult to find.

The problem is even more pronounced when HCA are investigated. This is

because an HCA rule number can be any combination of those conventional rules wirh

the same size neighborhood. Furthermore, it is not clear what the implications are, in

terms of predicting the steady-state average density, of having a number of different
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conventional rule numbers contributing to a¡r overall HCA's rule number. If, how-

ever, a useful assortment of conventional CA a¡d/or HCA weighted rules can be

found, they would prove invaìuable as WTPGs by virtue of the fact rhat exactly lV

useful outputs can be attained from a strucrure W cells wide. (This is opposed to hav-

ing W 12 useful outputs for each stage of a WTPG built on the principal of using an

origina.l driving engine W cells wide.) But, due to the difficult nature of this promising

concept, the task of finding them is, at present, left for future considerations.

6.3.2. Using Driving Engines with External Weighting Logic

Past methods of WTPG design incorporate the maximal-length LFSR as a pri-

mary "driving engine," supplying pseudorandom panems to an anay of logic gates

performing a weighting operation on incoming patterns. Naturally, it is expected that

if a more capable pseudorandom, or even random, number generator is used, the result

will be an improvement in the WTPG function. For the purpose of achieving differenr

ouçut probabilities, standa¡d Boolean logic gates, each with thei¡ own unique proba-

bility profile, maybe conflgured to deliver the desi¡ed weighting. In Appendix A, Fig-

ures 4.2 and 4.3 represent the probability profrles, for the occurrence of a " 1," of the

various logic gates. The probability profiles of Figure 4.2, with, of course, the excep-

tion of the lnverter, simply constitutes the siruation of equiprobable input probabilities.

Conversely, Figure 4.3 shows what the output probabilities a¡e for a variety of ranging

input probabilities, Pin A and Pin B.

By connecting the various logic gates, forming single or multi-level logic arrays,

a numbe¡ of incremental output probabilities a¡e attainable. For example, iî a 50Vo

equiprobable driving engine is used, only probability increments of U4 arc possible by

incorporating a single-level array of logic. However, if a two-level array of logic is

utilized instead, then probability increments of 1/16 a¡e permitted. Even though finer
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incremenrs a-re still further possible, it should be kept in mind rhat the numbe¡ of

usable ouçuts substantially decrease, as the number of logic levels increase. For this

reason, the resolution of the probability increment is limited by the restrictions

imposed upon by VLSI; in particular, the area consrrainr.

In an attempt to find a bener WTPG, based on the application of an exte¡nal

weighting logic, four different driving engines are investigated. They include: i) a

non-linea¡ random number generator6 l; ii) a pseudorandom maxìmal-length LFSR; iii)

a reversible pseudorandom maximal-length Rule 90/150 HCA; and iv), an irreversible

pseudorandom non-maximaÌ-lengrh Rule 30 CA. With the exception of the pictorial

state-time evolutions, where the origina.l driving engines are fifty-three cells wide (to

a.llow for better visua.l presentation for comparison), all statisticaÌ analysis is performed

on those machines based on engines thirty cells wide (as they are large enough to

exhibit global characteristics, but small enough to allow extensive analysis). For rhe

Rule 90/150 HCA of width thiny, the combination

Rule 90t 1 50 I/CA : 00000 1 1000 10000 1 1 0000 100 I 1 1 1 10

is used, where a "0" represents a Rule 90 ceil and a "1," a Rule 150 cell [Pries88].

6l The nonlinea¡ random number generator is based on a uniform distribu-
tion generated by a Non-Linear Additive Feedback Shift Register (NLFSR), us-
ing the random a¡d srandom library functions contained in Sun Microsystems'
Inc. "C" Library-release 3.5. It is used as a¡ expected, or ideal, independent
random number generator for which comparisons can be made.
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6.3.2.1. CA based Pseudorandom Driving Engines

we first consider the cellular Automaton a¡d its suitability to the vLSI environ-

ment, together with the richness of its pseudorandom number generation capabilities.

A one-dimensional cellula¡ auromaton is cha¡acterized by a longitudinal lartice of

identical cells. Each individual cell is represented by an interna.l state. At each time

step, the intemal state is updated according to a specific local function or rule. The

intemal state of any given cell m at rime ¿ is donated by .!n (rn ). (The n refers ro a

given discrete time step, or a given clock pulse from a global synchronous clock.)

Next-state evaluation of a cell depends, in general, upon its own state and those of its

two nearest neighbours on the preceding time step, The rule of operation Q compures

the new state Sn*¡(m) based on the values S"(n-1) (left neighbour), S,,(m +1)

(right neighbour), and S" ( n ). The value of each of the cells is updated in synchron-

ism with a global clock. At the ends of the array va¡ious boundary condirions may be

applied, the mosr corrmon being nuil and cyctic boundary conditions. From the design

perspective, the most attractive of these is the null boundary condition.

In general, four classes of global behaviour have been empirically observed dur-

ing the time evolution of cA systems operating under va¡ious locai rules. class I

automata evolve to homogeneous final globat states, class 2 to periodic structures, class

3 exhibit chaotic behaviou¡, and class 4 yield complicated locatized ard propagating

structures. class 3 cA have also been shown in cenain cases to exhibit autoplectic

behaviou¡. It is this behaviou¡ which is of particular interest to pseudorandom number

generation, since it exemplifies positive spatial and temporal measure entropies.

An example of a class 3 autoplectic elementary cellula¡ automation with periodic

boundary conditions is a Rule 30 CA, or
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S,,*¡(rn) = Sn(m - 1) @ [S,(¡n)u.S,1(rn +1)] (6.4)

For a Rule 30 cA, all possible site configurations occur with equai probabilities, given

an equal probability initial ensemble, so that the spatial measure entropy is maximal

[Wolfram84d]. It should be funher noted that a Rule 30 CA also exhibits computa-

tional irreversibility, which implies that no program can predict the sequences of rhe

evolution more rapidly than the direct simulation itself. For rhis reason, rhe vertical

sequences produced have demonstrated to represent very effective pseudorandom

numbers.

Unlike the non-maximallength Rule 30 CA, the Rule 90/150 hybrid cellular auto-

maton (HCA) is maximallength in nature, and has the added benefrt of null boundary

conditions (see [Pries86, HonensiusST]). From a performance point of view, rhe Rule

90/150 HCA is superior, since it offers class 3 autoplectic behaviour with a simplified

wiring scheme. Circuit operation can, therefore, succeed that which is attainable f¡om

a Rule 30 CA by virtue of the fact that absolutely no cross-chip communicarion is

required. The a¡chitectu¡e of a Rule 90/150 HCA is comprised of combinarions of

Rule 90 and Rule 150 cells, which happen to be individually linear in naru¡e. A Rule

90 CA is represented by

,Í,,*1(m) = S,(m -l) @ .1,(ln+1), (6.5)

and a Rule 150 CA by

(6,6).l,r*1(rn) = S"(læ -1) @ S,(rn ) @ Sn(n + 1)
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when the superposition principat for cA is applied, rhe resurting Rule 90/150 HCA

will also be linea¡ in nature, but in a convincingly more elaborate fashion.

The only difficulty encountered with the Rule 90/150 HCA structure is rhat

maximal-lengrh logical combinations musr be analytica.lly determined to match rhe size

of the struc re. However, once a table of combinations is established for all practical

sizes, which corresponds to the selection of taps for maximaJ-length LFSRs, the cost of

implementation will be reconciled.

when it comes to test verification, if cA based pseudorandom number generation

is used, the expected fault coverage of a ci¡cuit is conjectured to conform to the actual

fault coverage much more accurately than if LFSR based test pattern generation is

assumed. This is especially true when stuck-open-faults, AC transirion faults, a¡d

shoning faults a¡e taken into account (see [waicukauski8s]). Furthermore, from a prac-

tical point of view, because of importance of exhaustive testing, in addition to pseu-

dorandom, or weighted random pattern testing, and information compaction (signature

analysis)' the Rule 90/150 HcA comes across as being a very imponant contriburion

to DFT, particularly suited for use in BIST.

6,3.2.2. WTPG Logical Configurations

Since an improvement in ove¡all wiring complexity would mean an increase in

the speed with which a wrPG operates, seve¡a.l interconnection schemes are con-

sidered. A basic configuration is cha¡acterized by the amount of cell spacing between

each consecutive pairing of gates, for a panicular logic level. The basic configurations

considered in this work include: i) a sharing configuration [S]; ii) a zero spacing

configuration U=01; and iii), an N/2 configuration tJ=(N/2)-11 (see Figure 6.2). Each

level may contain a diffe¡ent basic configuration, but it is the overall logic array itself,
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LFSR or CA Engine

Figure 6,2a): Parallel IITPG Sharing Configuration: [S]

I LFSR or CA Engine 
I

Figure 6,2b): Parallel WPG Zero Spacing Configuration: [J=0] .
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LFSR or CA Engine

Figure 6.2c): Parallel WTPG One Spacing Configuration: [J= ] I .

52

LFSR or CA Engine

Figure 6.2d): Parallel WTPG N/2 Configuration: tJ=(N/2)-ll
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made up of one or more logic levels, which determines the ñna.l ouçut probabiliry

assignments. The selec¡ion of an appropriate interconnection scheme (logic array) for

a particul driving engine is dependent on rhe statisrical quatities demanded, and the

conformity of its implementation to VLSI. These factors will help estabtish a criterion

which will make the proper selection amongst the different WTpG ca¡didates possible.

6.4. Statistical Evaluation of WTPGs

An effective way of estimating the behaviou¡ of some paficulff system is to

evaluate a large sample of the rime evolution of its simulating model. Thus, it is pos-

sible that a sufficiently large sample will contain enough information to offer a good

approximation to some particular system's actual traits. By including some cornmon

statistical estimaton for mean (unbiased), variance, and correlation, the following is

intended to help establish some insight into the fundamental predicring mecha¡isms for

some interesting finite state machines (see [PodaimaS9]).

6.4,1. Statistical Estimators

For any sequence of random va¡iables, stadsdcal estinations can be acquired

which attempt to classify, with reasonable âssruance, properties of the underlying ran-

dom process. That is, it is desired that a random sample taken from an ensemble, or

population, will contain the necessary information for which methods of statistical

inference can be performed. With this basis, several quantities, or stadsrics, are

obtainable; and, naturally, it is expected that some will be more meaningful than oth-

ers. However, it is possible that even some of the more meaningful statistics will not

always constitute unbiased estimates. Moreover, for those ci¡cumstances wherein a

statistic loses validity, it is of great importance to identify any potential fallacy, so that
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its actual benefit can manifest itself. (See Appendix B for the analytical comparisons

of confidence intervals using some established unbiased and biased estimators. The

derivations a¡e from [Law82] and [Trivedi82].)

6.4.2. State-time Visualization

A simple appamrus which is often used, arbeit with caurion, because of its ,,une-

quivocal" ability, to immediately assess the ra¡domness of ar emanating process, is

the human eye. As is well appreciated, sometimes the eye fails to interpret what actu-

ally resides. Keeping this in mind, a strictly qualitative visuar test, with questionable

validity, may be performed on a variety of finite state machine state-time evolutions. In

Appendix c, Figures c.1 through c.4 represenr the state-time evolutions of the original

driving engines; Figures c.5 through c.8 represent the state-time evolutions of the

sharing configuratton at 25vo and 7 57a', Figures c.9 through c.12 represenr the state-

time evolurions of the zero spacing configurarion ar Z54o and 75Vo; and,, finally, Fig_

ures c.i3 and c.14 represenr the state+ime evolutions for the N/2 configuration at

25Va and 7 5Vo.

By searching for some obvious patterns within an evolution, imponant pictorial

comparisons can be made. Generally speaking, if large global, as opposed to local,

pattems appear, this would most likely be damaging to a system's subjective ¡a¡dom-

ness, The test itself can thus be used as a weak pre-test for random behaviour. From

the evidence presented in Appendix c, there is noticeable global non-randomness for

the LFSR based configurations; for those based on cellula¡ automata, only loca.l self-

simila¡ structures prevail. For a more quantitative look into random performance, much

more sophisticated objective analysis need, and will, be considered.
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6.4.3. Density and Average Density

The density, d7, of a binary word (test pattem) is defined here as the actual

number of ones per word length, W, or

whereas, the âverage density,

o, = =I=1.¿,,I i_r i=0

(6.7)

(6.8)

is merely the average of the densities for some time evolution ?'e {0,...,L-ll,
where L rep¡esents the total number of words in a¡ evolution. The densities emanat-

ing over time evolution reveal information about the sophistication of the underlying

process. For instance, if a system possesses toral statistical independence, the L ran-

dom variables making up the time evolution, are mutually independent and identically

distributed QID). Thus, graphically, the density evolution will appear similar to band

limited white noise. Also, because the sratistical characteristics of a discrete indepen-

dent temporal process does not change with time, that is, it is said to be a discrete-time

stationary process, the average density evolution converges to some mean, p, rapidly,

with infinitesimal steady-state error.

In Appendix D, Figures D.l through D.4 represent the density and average den-

sity evolutions of the original driving engines. These finite state machines each consist

of thirty siæs, and, as indicated previously, a¡e used as a primary sorrrce of pseudoran-

dom test pattems, which feed weighting logic arrays. (An AND a:ray performs a 257o
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weighting' and an oR array performs a 7 Svo weighting). Most undoubtedly, for rhe

various gate configurations, rhe abiliry of the original generaror to emanate high quality

pseudorandom numbers is criticar to the generadon of high quality weighted random

test pattems. Figures D.5 through D.8 represent the evolutions of the sharing

configuration at 257o, and Figures D.9 through D.r2 for those at 75zo; Figures D.l3

through D.16 rep¡esent the evolutions of the zero spacing configur ation at 25Eo, and

Figures D.17 tt'ough D.20 for those at 757o; and, fina1ly, Figures D.21 and, D.22

represent the evolutions of the N/2 configuration at 25Ea, and. Figures D.23 and D.24

for those at 75vo. rn genera-I, there are only subtle diffe¡ences between the 25vo and

2570 operations, as penaining to the propenies of density and average density evolu-

rions, found as a result of using the different respective logic gates.

By observing both density and average density evolutions of the various srruc-

tures in thei¡ different configurations, it is apparent that the configurations of the cellu-

la¡ automata based structu¡es are more attractive than those based on the linea¡ feed-

back shift register: they resemble, more closely, the evolution based on a statistically

independent model.

6.4.4. Probability Mass Function

Any discrete-ttme stochastic process cut, in pan, be described by its discrete pro-

bability density function, or Probability Mass Function (pMF). This emphasizes the

importance of deriving a histogram which, at least approximately, represent the pMF

of some random process. For any finite state machine, each site position can take on

only one of rwo values, "0" or ,,1.,, If it is fu¡ther stipulated that the process

governing the evolurion of a finite state machine be statistica-lly independent, each bit

position can be completely specified by a Bernoullí ra¡dom va¡iable. By Theorem E.l

(Appendix E), when the enti¡e word (width) is examined, a funcrion of tV Bemoulli
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random va¡iables can be formulated contributing to the enti¡e finite state machine,s

specification. For such a system, the densities, d¡, emanating over time evolution con-

form to a discrete Binomial or Delta PMF. In light of Theorem E.2 (Appendix E), it

is then possible to compare a histogram generated empirically, by some deterministic

finite state machine, to a PMF obtained assuming toral statisrica.l independence.

Although this comparison does not provide information as to how independent, or

dependent, a particula¡ deterministic process is, it does reveal some important aspects

of distribution convergence. Natura.lly, it is expected that a machine based on a starist-

ically independent model will converge rather rapidly to a Binomial PMF.

In Appendix F, Figures F.l through F.3 represent the Combination (Binomial

Coefficient) Profiles, and Binomial PMFs, of thirty, twenry-nine, and fifteen contiguous

Bemoulli ra¡dom variables, respectively. From the combination profiles, one can

determine, exactly, the expected number of possible combinations of a panicular one's

count, or density d¡ . This information is, in tum, used in the computation of the

conesponding Binomial PMFs, which provide the expected probability of generating a

particul density for any given number of ¡andom variables. These Binomial disrribu-

tions are used as a ¡eference of comparison for histograms generated by deterministic

methods, with test sets of length l, equal to 500, 5,000, and 20,000.

Figures F.4 through F.7 represent the density histogram evolutions of the original

driving engines; Figures F.8 through F.1 1 represent the densiry histogram evolurions of

the sharing confrguration at 757o; Figures F.l2 ttuough F.15 represent the density his-

togram evolutions of the zero spacing configuration at 75Vo; and, finally, Figures F.16

and F.17 represent the density histogram evolutions of the N/2 configuration at 757o.

It is evident from these plots that both Rule 90/150 hybrid and Rule 30 cellula¡ auto-

mata based sFuctr.ües, in thei¡ various configurations, converge more quickly, and are

thus more favou¡able. However, as indicated by Figures F.8 tkough F.11, the density
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histogram evolutions of the sharing conñguration (including those based on a statisri-

cally independenr driving engine) never do converge ro rhe ideal Binomial pMF.

Nonetheless, this level of behaviou¡ may be appreciably acceptable for some of the

less resrrictive appLications.

6.4,4.1. Goodness-of-Êt Test

The probability mass funcion, p(X), or probability distriburion funcrion, F(X),

completely cha¡acterizes the behaviou¡ of the random va¡iable X [Trivedig2].

Because of this property, it is of great importance to establish the " goodness-of-ñr"

between a distribution (sampling distribution), or histogram, determined empirically,

with that which is proposed, or postulated. The best approach used to substantiate a

measure of simi.larity is to test a hypothesis regarding some previously k¡own cha¡ac-

teristic. With the beneñt of some statistical measure, a null hypothesis, É1o, may, at

best, be rejected or reputed. It has been determined that a "12 (chi-square) sratisric is

panicularly suited for this type of analysis. Explicitly stated, the 12 test is made with

the null hypothesis Ho: The data, X¡,X2,...,X¿ Ne IID disc¡ete random variables,

with a Binomial PMF.

Definition 6.1:

According to Knurh [I(nurh8l], the 12 test is perhaps the b€st known of

all standard statistical tests. Its potential is best emphasized by vinue of the

fact rhat it may be used in conjunction with many other statistica.l tests.

The 12 statistic is used mainly for the purpose of providing the means by

which arbifary, empirically determined, data can be compared to some ideal or

"expected" value. This is done by weighting the squares of the differences

between the observed data and the expected data (determined by some discrete
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or conrinuous probability function) in the form of a summation. The statistic is

expressed in the form

(6.e)

where L denotes the size of the independently selected data set; Lp ( I ) the

expected number of outcomes; and N, the observed number for some particular

category i, ranging from 0 to k-1. (For lar¡.e L, equation 6.9 is approxi-

mately "72 distributed.)

By Definition 6.1, it is obvious that the quantity 12 should be reasonably small for É1o

to be reputed; otherwise, if 12 is considered too large, Ho will be outright rejected. By

obsewing tabulated quantities of a ¡2 distribution, a conespond.ing percentage point, or

probability, is obtainable for some degree of freedom ( d./. ). (As a "rule-of-thumb' '

LP (í)>5, so the d./ is available as a by-product of the computational process.) This

percentile forms the baSis of the determining factor to which the null, or altemative

hypothesis, fla , is rejected.

A more direct use of the 12 test, as applied to random number generator testing,

involves probabilistically judging the actual dara emanating from a random number

generator. Although this procedu¡e is no more different than that required in the test-

ing of a null hypothesis for distribution fitting, its implications are more profound. In

view of Knuth [KnuthS i], no definitive sratement can be made as to whether a

sequence is random or not; however, what can be said is how probable, or improbable,

certain sequences a¡e of being randomly generated. With respect to this outlook, he
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has suggested rhe following interpretadon as a means of rating the ra-ndomness of large

sequences of "apparently" random data: ff 12 is less tha¡ lva or greater than the ggva

entry, the sequence is "rejected" as not being sufficiently ra¡dom; if 12 resides

between the rva and 57o entries, or the 95vo and, 99vo entries, then the sequence is

"suspect;" if 12 resides between t¡e SVo and. 10Zo entries, or the gOVo and, 957a

entries, the sequence is "almost suspect;" but, if the 12 lies somewhere between 107o

and 90vo, then the 12 is thought to be a va.lue which could be produced by a random

sequence.

Typically, a 12 test is performed at least th¡ee times on different sequences of

adequate length. Also, it should be nored that for instances where 12 testing is appli-

cable, it is only valid asymptotically for independently observed data. Therefore, tests

which check for independence (such as, a serial correlation, tuple, temporal measure

entropy, spectral, lattice, o¡ run test), depending on the kind of data comprising the

sequence, should be performed fust, so that the authenticity or the ^72 can be ack-

nowledged.

Configuration d.f NLFSR LFSR HCA

R90/150

CA

R30

Engine

ts1

tJ=01

tJ=N/2-11

18

15

10

i0

Pass

Fail

Pass

Pass

Fail

Fail

Fail

FaiI

Pass

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass

Fail

Pass

Pass

Table 6.3¡ Chi-square PMF Test for the various WTpG Configurations.

In order to make quantitative comparisons of density histogram convergence

among the various configurations, a ¡2 test can be adequately performed on the
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histograms generated from a large test set. Because it is known that a_n IID statistical

process dictates ideal behaviou¡, it should, therefore, represent the postulated, or refer-

ence, function in the form of a Binomial PMF, with respecr ro this a¡d Definition 6.1,

the 12 metric can then be computed for an analytical establishment. using a test set of

20,000 vectors, an approximation level between rjvo and 90vo, and the criterion that

LP (i)>5, Table 6.3 clearly illustrates rhat rhe LFSR based configr.rarions generate

density sequences which fail the 12 test; whereas, most of the cellular automata based

configurations generate density sequences which can be considered randomly gen-

erated. (From ea¡lier discussions concerning the sharing configuration, it should not be

surprising that both LFSR and cellular automata based sharing configurations generate

discrete density sequences which fail the 12 test.) This, overwhelmingly, exemplifies

the undesi¡ability of LFSR based w'TPGs, especially considering the smaller test

lengths, which is more commonly associated with weighted random pattern tesdng.

6.4,5. Magnitude Spectrum

A measu¡e used to indicate the rate at which densities change on a global level,

within a sample function, can be made by applying a Fourier Transform. Since the

density sample function dy (i.e., the density evolution of some discrete-time stochastic

process) represents what can be considered a large set of points, ,,sampled,' with fixed

increments of rime Â, it is typical of what the density evolution looks like for a

number of other start up "seeds." Thus, if d¡ contains L density values, its Discrete

Fou¡ier T¡ansform can be determined by [Press86]

(6. i0)
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"nL1 = 

- 

h ê t-_Jn LL"'', 2'' (6. 12)

By choosing n € (0, l, ...,L/2J, the resulting posirive frequencies of a two-sided

power spectral density are calculated to provide insight into the frequency content, or

magnitude spectrum lr" I or a density time evolution. For a statistically independent

process, the magnitude spectrum is expected to have an appreciably flat frequency

response. In Appendix G, Figures G.1 through G.4 represent the magnitude spectrums

of the original driving engines; Figures G.5 ttrough G.8 represent the magnitude spec-

trums of the sharing configuration at 757oi Figures G.9 through G.12 represent the

magnitude spectrums of the zero spacing confrguraaon at TSVo; and, finally, Figures

G.13 and G.14 represent the magnitude spectrums of the N/2 configuration at 752o.

As expected, the magnitude specrums for the configurations based on the statist!

cally independent model do, in fact, look flat, or ,,white.,' On the other hand, when

the spectrums of the LFSR based configurations are observed, the majority of the

power is found to be contained in the low frequencies. This rrend is similar to what is

expected if the originating density evolution waveforms a¡e fundamentally triangular in

nature. Looking back to the originating density evolution of the LFSR, it is apparent

that the contained waveform is somewhat triangular (see Figure D.20a), Append"ix D).

This behaviour is di¡ect result of the dependencies amongst consecutive density values

L,
'zt
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d7. upon closer inspection, any succeeding density can only be the same or differ by,

at rhe most, one density incremenr (i.e., d, *r= {dT + llW , dT, dT _ | lW D.

A serial test, which is basically a genera.lization of the y2 test to higher dimen-

sions, is an empi¡ical test which provides an indi¡ect check on the assumption that

individual d1 's are independent ILaw82]. If the d¡'s a¡e correlated, rhe pairs

(dr, drt) will tend to cluster around the diagonals of a unit square. The application

of a 12 test will definitively detect this, and, thereby, ind.icate non-randomness in the

generation process. such is the case for the density evolution of any LFSR based

configuration, where the predicting mechanism, as indicated, is rather simplistic. Evi-

dently' it is the low frequency content of the magnitude specrrum which is most

damaging to ra¡doûrness.

Not surprisingly, both Rule 90/150 hybrid and Rule 30 cellula¡ automata based

configurations have fa¡ better suitable magnitude spectrums. The Rule 90/150 HCA

configurations all appea¡ flaq whereas, the Rule 30 cA configurations have slightly

more high than low frequency content. By virtue of the fraction of ones contained in

the eight-bit binary representation of the rule number 30, most test patterns generated

by a Rule 30 CA driving engine are found to be composed of 50Zo ones. This pro_

perty is responsible for the high frequency ,'activiry," which may very well include

the effects of aliasing due to a limited fixed sampling frequency. In spite of the fact

thar this, and othe¡ non-maximal length chaotic class 3 CA (e.g., Rule 45, and Rute

75)' have magnitude spectrum(s) which contain disproponionately more high frequency

content' they a¡e known to possess good random behaviour, at least up until they com-

mence cyclic repedtion. consequendy, the effects of disproponionately more high fre-

quency content in the magnitude spectrum of any finite state machine is nowhere nea¡

as detrimental to randomness as those of low frequencies. Fu¡thermore, it should also

be noted that if any original driving engine is abundant in high frequency, then so too
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will be the case under its various weighting configurations.

6.4.6, Auto and Cross-Correlation Coefficient Functions

The correlation coefficient function, R (I), as shown in tæmma 6.1, is often used

as a first-order esdmate of dependence between bit sequences.

Lemma ó.1:

Let <X¡> be a sequence of L integers, whereupon each individual integer

is represented as a bina¡y word consisting of tZ bits. Thus, for every <X¡>

there are llz -bit sequences, <.r¡>, of the same length.

The correlation coefficient function between any two binary streams,

including itself, may be calculated by

{[',t0,-rr, ] [',.;r1r +r) mod¿r-]r,.i l]t L -lR(r)= ' ¡L k=o

where:

, (6.13)

^[a;¿;

T - phase offset between sequences;

.r¡[t] = ¡-1¡ bit in sequence <.r¡);

f¡*j[¡] = t+h bit in sequence <x¡+ j>i

F¡ = mean of sequence <.r¡);

Pr+j = mean of sequence <.ri+j>i

o2i = variance of sequence <.r¡>;

o2í + j = variance of sequence <x.i + j>.
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If any two bit sequences a¡e statistically independent, then the cross-cor¡elation

coefficient function between them will always be equa.l to zero, R(1)=Q. However,

the converse is not true; that is, R ( I) = 0 does not immed.iarely imply that any two bit

sequences are statistically independent. Hence, a correladon coefficient function equal

to zero is a necessary but not sufficient condition for statisticaì independence. If the

evolution of a truly ståtistically independent finite state machi¡e is examined, all paral-

lel cross-correlation coefficient functions for the lz bit positions will be equal to zero.

But, if there are sratistical dependencies inherent in the process, which is almost

always the case, the c¡oss-correlation coefficient functions will be other than zero (i.e.,

1 > R ( T) > 0 and 0 > R ( Z) > -1, where î e {0, 1, . . , ¿ - 1 }). In Appendix H, Fig-

u¡es H.1 through H.4 represent the space-phase correlation plos of the original driving

engines; Figures H.5 through H.8 represenr the space-phase conelarion plots of the

sharing configura¡on at 75vo; Figures H.9 through H.12 represent the space-phase

cor¡elation plots of rhe zero spacing configur ation at 75voi and, finally, Figures H.13

and H.14 represent the space-phase correlation plots of the N/2 con6guration at75vo.

Each of the aforementioned plots consist of two independent axes: the bit stream

(¡r), and the phase (T). In each figure header, a reference stream is specified, which

is denoted as sequence <.r¡*;> in equation 6.13. This stream panicipates in the com-

putation of all auto and cross-conelation coefficient functions. In a.ll, there a¡e w of

these functions, each conesponding to a panicular bit sequence <.r¡>. At every inter-

section point in the grid, there is a conesponding absolute value of the conelarion

coefficient (i.e., between 0 and 1). From these values, a great deal of information ca¡

be attained as to the amount of dependencies inherent in the process. The lowe¡ the

level of dependency, the bene¡ the generato¡.
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6.4.6.1. Correlation of Original Driving Engines

For an original driving engine based on a statisticalry independent model, the

values of the coefficients are, as expected, relatively low everywhere. The only excep-

tion is when the coefficient is computed by auto-conelating the reference sueam with

itself for a phase of r =0. If this panicular condition is satisfied, any independent, or

dependent, machine will obviously have a coefficient .,peak', of value I (see Figure

H.1).

For an origina_l driving engine based on a maximal-length LFSR, there is an

extremely large space-phase conelation ridge (see Figure H.2). Funhermore, by

Lemma 6.2, if an enti¡e maximal-length test set is used in the construction of the

space-phase correlation plot, there can be only two different conelation coefficient

values possible.

Lemma 6.2:

Every maximal-length LFSR of size W has a two-level auto-correlation

coefficient function given by (see [Golomb82])

ÞA ,-,-1, ;forl=o,n=N¡rr ¿FsR\r'- 
\-t, ,r* -1) ;elsewhere,

a¡d a twoJevel cross-correlation coefficient function given by

(

Rcror*11¡ = .{ 1 ;forz=n-N¿
l-tt 1zw -1) ; elsewhere,

where N¡ is the refe¡ence stream numbe¡.

(6.14)

(6.1s)
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In this case, the coefficient sarisfying T =n -Nn is equal to one a¡d rhe coefficients

elsewhere, simply equal to r/(zw -1). This is true independent of rhe chosen refer-

ence sEeam. However, because Figure H.2 is made up of a considerably smaller sam-

ple test set, there are more than just two coefficient values. Residual ridges, occurring

as a result of the linear recu¡siveness property, or "taps," of the LFSR structure give

rise to innumerable different correlation values. These sma.ller subordinate ridges are

completely suppressed if the entire maximal-length test set is used in the determination

of the plot. In either case, a large dominating space-phase correlation ridge remains,

and is most undesi¡able. For example, when testing memory induced faults, such as

stuck-open or intermittent faults it is necessary to apply a "set-up" pattern followed

immediately by a specific "testing" pattern. Because an LFSR cannot generate certain

two-bit test patterns back-to-back, there is a prevalent possibiliry rhat cenain faults will

go undetected.

For an original driving engine based on a maximal-length Rule 90/150 HCA,

there is no large space-phase correlation ridge. In fact, as indicated by the d.ifferent

referenced plots, the worst a Rule 90/150 HCA can be.occu¡s at the very ends of the

structure, and it is still as good as an LFSR (see Figure H.3b)). In other words, a Rule

90/150 HCA behaves exactly as an LFSR only for the lasr rwo sites on either end of

the structure. However, if the very last sites of a Rule 90/150 HcA are occupied by

Rule 150 cells, instead of Rule 90 cells, this problem is eliminated. Independent of

the other site occupancies, as long as the very last sites a¡e Rule 150 cells, there will

be a substantial ¡eduction in the coefficient value ar (f =1,n=0). If an entire

maximal-length test set is used in the construcdon of the space-phase conelation plot,

the coefficient value at (1= 1, ¿ =0) will be reduced from I to llew -Ð.
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simila¡ ro the maximal-length LFSR, the maximar-length Rure 90/150 HCA arso

has a unique number of possible conelation coefficients. It is conceivable that Lemma

6.3 may be extended to a postulated generality fo¡ all maximal-length linear hybrid

cellula¡ automata.

Lemma 6.3:

Every maximal-length Rule 90/150 HCA of size W has a two-level auto-

correlation coefficient function given by

l, . forl=0,¿=NR
RA -^,(T\ = 1l

l-u Qw - 1) ; elsewhere,

and a twolevel cross-correlation coefficient function given by

(,
ac ,"og¡ = ll ror T = kn

l-11 (2w - l) | elsewhere,

(6. l6)

(6. r 7)

where N¡ is the reference stream numb€r, and k, is some specifled amount.

Although the Rule 90/150 HcA has a two-level cross-correlation coeffrcient func-

tion, the value ,tn is generally not k¡own. Whar is known, however, is that, like the

maximal-length LFSR, the W bit sequences are the same, excepr for some phase

offset, and are linearly recurring. Because rhey are linearly recurring, a characteristic

polynomial may be written which, for a maximal-length sequence (also called pseudo-

noise (PN) sequence), is irreducible. Hence, it is then possible to esrablish, without
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the necessity of performing exhaustive simularion, if a given Rule 90/150 HCA combi-

narion leads to maximal-lengrh PN sequences. Recently, Sena ¿, a/. [Senagg] have

found that it is, in fact, possible to determine an appropriate maximal-length Rule

90/150 HCA combination, corresponding to rhe taps of an associated maximal-lengrh

LFSR, based on LFSR/Linea¡ CA isomorphic properries. This method will have the

benefit of signi-ficantly reducing the computational time required to find maximal-

length linear HCA machines.

When compared to the maximal-length LFSR driving engine, the maximal-length

Rule 90/150 HCA offers a much better space-phase correlation plot due to rhe large,

and, as of yet, unsubstantiated values of ,tn. Even when the ouçut streams of the

LFSR a¡e "scrambled," there a¡e still n peaks contained within the space-phase corre-

lation plot. Overall, the Rule 90/150 HCA, with its regularity and modularity, has far

better correlation cha¡acteristics, which makes it much more practical in detecting a

wide assonment of faults. (It should be fu¡ther noted that "better" randomness can be

attained by using an a¡bitrarily "mixed" combination of Rule 90 and 150 HCA cells

forming the overall maximal-length Rule 90/150 HCA strucru¡e. If the number of con-

secutive Rule 90 or 150 cells a¡e limited in length, if possible, there will be a reduc-

tion in the size of the self-similar structures which evolve in the state-time evolution.

Because these pictorial structures indicate dependencies inherent in the evolution, if

their respective sizes a¡e reduced, there will be an associated reduction in the amount

of dependencies plaguing the time evolution mechanism.)

For an original driving engine based on a non-maximal-length Rule 30 CA, there

is ân exponentially decreasing space-phase correlation ridge (see Figure H.4). Due to

the existence of strange attractors in a Rule 30 CA, maximal-length test sets are not

capable of being generated. Therefore, depending on rhe inirial seeding, the maximum

non-replicating test set will vary, and so too will the cha¡acteristics of its space-phase
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cor¡elation plot. Generally speaking, however, as long as a sufficiently large sample

function of its time evolution is non-repeating, the correlation ridge will not vary to

any large extent. So, for a typical Rule 30 CA, it is expected that the coefficienr

values of the spâce-phase correlation ridge will be of significance until I216. This

Ieads to a definite amendmenr over the maximal-lengrh LFSR, but at the expense of a

considerably smaller usable test set.

6.4.6.2. Correlation of Weighted Configurations

As evident from the space-phase correladon plots, the structures formed by

adding different configurations of weighting logic appear to have conelations directly

related to the original driving engines. The most noticeable effect is a "broadening"

in some of the original correlation peaks and/or ridges.

For the sharing confrguration of any driving engine, whenever there is a peak of

approximate value 1 to be found, the¡e a¡e also two adjacent coefficienrs of values

approximately equal to one-third. Wherever there is a large space-phase correlation

ridge, its peaks evolve along I = n + c , where c is a constant defrning the beginning

location of the ¡idge. For rhe Rule 90/150 HCA configurations, it should be pointed

out that the unsettled coefficients are the result of having Rule 90 cell occupancies at

the end sites of the original generator. If Rule 150 cells are used insread, the problem

peaks will be suppressed. From the space-phase correlation plots of the zero spacing

configurations, there are, once again, some trends which a¡e generally sha¡ed. For

instance, wherever there is a space-phase correlation ridge, it happens to evolve along

1

T = în +c; and, the peaks contained rherein are also broadened. Finally, in the N/2

configuration, the LFSR based configuration has a broadened space-phase correlation

ridge that evolves along T=n+c. In the very same configuration, the Rule 90/150

HCA shows no appreciable correlation peaks, when the end effects are suppressed.
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From the above correlation analysis, it ca¡ be clearly stated that rhe CA based

configurations have much more attractive space-phase correlation plots than those

based on the LFSR. In particular, the Rule 90/150 HCA based configurations have the

most acceptable properties of all the deterministic machines examined, and cenainly

present themselves as excellent parallel WTPG candidates. Of these configurations,

the zero spacing configuration offers a distinctive advantage in the detection of stuck-

open-faults, beyond those based previously on the LFSR, with the added benefir of a

nearest neighbour connection scheme. This is the configuration which is most recom-

mended for implementation in a weighted test pattem-BlST envi¡onment.

6,4.7, Bit Sequence Tuple Lengths

Before a bit sequence can be considered effectively random it must possess

apparent stadstical independence. That is to say, besides conforming to the appropriate

distribution, the emanating bits must appear as if they were generated independenrly,

If this is the case, then the number of *-tuples contained within a given sequence

length should, by Lemma 6.4, be relatively consistent.

The number of "t-tuples", as deñned here, include the occurrence of overlap-

ping tuples. For example, within a single run of fou¡ ones, rhere a¡e four t-tuples of

length one; three t +uples of length two; two k+uples of length three; and, one t-tuple

of length four. (A so called "run" is a contiguous sequence of ones isolated by one

or more zeros.)

Lemma 6.4:

The expected number of k-tuples, T¿(¿), found in the evolution of a single

Bemoulli random va¡iable can be obtained by
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E [TL(k) I = e - k + I) . pk , (6. 18)

where p is the probability of generating a I (l - p the probability of generaring

a 0), L is the number of successive Bemoulli trials, and t is the ruple lengrh.

Proof:

Let X b€ a Bernoulli random va¡iable. Then, there are only two possible

outcomes for any trial 1. Thus,

(. ..
x- = .l r 

" 
wlth probabrttty p

' [O ; with probabitíry ( I -p ) .
(6. r9)

For an independently generated Bernoulli sequence of length l, the total possi-

ble assonment of k-tuple lengths range from 0 to L, or Tr(k). {0, 1,..,,¿}.

So, conesponding to each tuple length, an exact expression can be formulated

which determines the numb€r of k -tuples for any Bernoulli sequence.

Speciflcally, the number of ,t-tuples, for 1 S & < L, ca¡ be obtained directly by

the following eÍpressions:

TL1) =

TLQ) =

TLQ) =

L-l
Ðxr,

T=0

Ð xr xr ,t,
T=0

L-J

Ð xr xr + rxr +2,
T =0

(6.20)

(6.2r)

(6.22)

1)
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T'(L) = YoY 
'Y2" 

"Xt -t'

By way of mathematical i¡duction, the general form

L-k k-t
rr{k) = 2 IIX¡*j

i=0 j=0

EtÐi I =lEtYi),
ii

we can obtain the following expectation values:

EITLo)l=L p,

EITLØ\=1t-r).p2

WTPG for BIST using Cellular Automara

(6.23)

(6.24)

(6.2s)

(6.26)

(6.2'7)

can be deduced.

Since it is assumed that rhe sratisrical mechanism governing the bit

sequence evolution is described by an independent Bemoulli distribution, the

expected number of ,t-tuples can be found for 1 < k < L. Using equation 6.24,

and the properry
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EITLQ)l = (L -z).p3 ,

EITL(L)l = pL

E[Tr<*)1 =(L-k+D,pk,

whe¡e ¿'[7L(¿)] e t0, ¿1.

WTPC for BIST usirg Cellula¡ Automara

(6.28)

(6.29)

(6.30)

Applying mathemarical induction once more, equations 6.26 through 6.29 can

be combined to form a general expression for the number of t-tuples; thus, the

expected number of t-tuples (1 < ¿ < L, and L > 1) can be caìculated by

In acco¡dance to e4uation 6.30, an absolute, or expected, tuple profile may be used as

a basis for which comparisons, amongst a variety of machines and configurations, can

be made.

6,4.7.1. Tuple Profiles.Parallel Weighted Test Pattern Generation

As illustrated in Figure I.1 (Appendix I), rhe tuple profiles of both zero spacing

and N2 configurations, based on a statistically independent non-linea¡ model are very

close to what is expected. This result remains u-ue independent of which bit sequence,
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n, is selected. Funhermore, because of the sophisticated nature of this model, these

profiles are indicarive of what would have to be considered typical sraristically

independent behaviour.

For a maximal-length LFSR, Figure I.2 shows that the sequences logically com-

bined by the zero spacing (or sharing) configurarion does not give rhe appropriare tuple

profile. It is only for the N/2 configuration rhat the ruple profile coincides wirh rhar

which is expected. These findings also happen to be independent of rhe chosen bit

sequence, due to the fact that every consecutive bit sequence is identical with the

exception of an accompanying phase shift of I = 1, The necessity of using a spacing

of J=N/2- 1, in order to achieve proper LFSR generated tuple profiles, has been

add¡essed by earlier work concerning Chin and McCluskey [Chin84]. In a logical

approach, they discuss the rationale behind the selection of the N/2 configuration for

the case of a 257o weighted random bit sequence. To support the finding presenred

here, this can be aralogously extended to the case of a 7SVo weighting.

When the tuple profiles of a maximal-length Rule 90/150 HCA are examined, we

find that the results are no longer completely independent of which bit sequence is

selected (see Figures I.3 and I.4). For the zero spacing configuration, the general trend

is that the bit sequences which a¡e furthest away from the end sites provide the better

tuple profiles. In contrast, the tuple profile along n =0 for the Rule 90/150 HCA is no

better than those offered by the LFSR zero spacing configuration. However, if Rule

150 cells are used in place of the Rule 90 cells at rhe end sires of the original genera-

tor, there will be a g¡eat improvement in the tuple profi.le of bit sequence n =0. In

fact, it will appear as good as any of the other tuple profiles.

If the Rule 90/150 HCA is reconfigured in the N/2 configurarion, rhere are only

moderate gains in the tuple profiles to be artained. This is because the N/2

configuration has statistical cha¡acteristics reminiscent of those found in the zero
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spacing configuration. I¡ light of this, and rhe potential advantage in overall circuit

performance because of a reduced wiring complexity, it is the zero spacing

configuration of rhe Rule 90/150 HCA which lends itself for use in BIST.

The tuple profiles of Figure I.5 are generated using the configurations based on a

Rule 30 CA. The findings are much the same as for the Rule 90/150 HCA. Devia-

tions f¡om the expected tuple profile a¡e evident, but are not serious enough to indicate

that a Rule 30 cA wrPc suffers from i¡herent dependencies which would make it a

Iess effective generator. Ir should be noted, however, ùat the period.ic boundary con-

ditions of the Rule 30 cA, coupled wirh the fact that the rule itself is non-maximal-

length, may be sufficient cause to prevent it from being implemented in a BIST srra-

tegy.

6.4,7.2. T uple Profiles-Concatenated Weighted Test pattern Generation

As a¡ added means of testing for statistical independence, the ruple profiles of bit

streams formed by concatenating individual test parterns a¡e examined. This test is of

panicular interest if all the bits of a machine a¡e combi¡ed to form a useful sÍeam

W 12rv -1) bits long. Figure I.6 shows rhat rhe ruple profiles for the sharing

configuration do not coincide at all with what is expected. Even a wrpG based on a

søtistically independent model would fail, by vinue of the large dependencies inuo-

duced spatia-lly by the shared logic. According to Figure I.7, the concatenated bit

streams of all the implementable machines, under the zero spacing configuration, do

not differ appreciably from one another. They all conform relatively close to rhe

expected profile. Finally, as illustrated by Figure I.8, under the N/2 configu¡ation, only

the LFSR based ople proûle is unacceptable. Unforn:nately, this also happens to

conespond to the most acceptable LFSR based parallel WTpG configuration.
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Cellular Automata Based

Testing Apparatus

with the emergence of VLSI ci¡cuits and the combinatorial explosion associated

with exhaustive testing, a concentrated effort has resulted in a design methodology

known as Design For Testability (DF-f). DFT includes structured techniques such as

Level Sensitive Scan Design (LSSD), Scan Path, Scan/Set Logic, Random Access

Scan, as well as Built-In Self-Test @IST) techniques such as Autonomous Testing,

Syndrome Testing, and Built In togic Block Observation. For any of these methods

which rely on on-chip pseudorandom, or weighted random, test pattern generation, an

overaìl improvement in the testing environmenr will result by inroducing cellula¡

Automata (CA) based strucrures. Specifically, this is accomplished by replacing Linear

Feedback shift Register (LFSR) based test partem generarors with those based on cel-

lular automata (see [Ho¡ensius87]).

7.1. Cellular Automaton Logic Block Observer

A variation of a Built In Logic Block Observer (BILBO) is presented here so as

to demonstrare the practicality of one-dimensional CA based strucrures to BIST. The

basic testing concept of what has become to be known as a Cellula¡ Automaton Logic

Block observer (cALBo) is simila¡ to that of a BILBO, in thar its selectable funcrion

option modes are identical. Physical meastues, such as InpuvOutput complexity
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associated with the number of pins, and requirements of extemal automated test equip_

ment, are rherefore simila¡ in most respects. This implies that wherever a BILBO is

incorporated in a BIST srrategy, a cALBo may be successfully used in its place, wirh

the added benefit of superior employment of pseudorandom test partems.

Measures of controllability, observability and predictabiliry, are also simila¡, in

that the register latches utilized during testing are the same for both the BILBo and

cALBo. The decision to employ either of these techniques, then, rests upon concerns

such as a¡ea overhead, and possible parasitic degradation of the originaì system by the

added test circuitry. An additional factor to be considered is the time performance of

the test ci¡cuit irself, which will be severely degraded for large systems if across-chip

communicarion is necessa¡y.

Four immediate benefits for the cALBo approach aÌe apparent from the discus-

sion which follows: i) the communication is local, being restricted ro nearest neighbour

cells providing f¡eedom f¡om the communication consraints of an LFSR; ü) the cells

are regular and topologically similar to one another, in contrast to the increasing com-

plexity of an LFSR layout as the number of sites i¡creases; iii) routing for the test cir-

cuit is no more complicated than the original interconnection of latches (i.e., topologi-

cal complexity is contained); and iv), the ability to pass any rand.om numbe¡ test a¡ises

naturally from the chaotic class 3 (autoplectic) behaviour of rhe cellula¡ automaton,

and the random numbers a¡e distributed over the entire system.

7,2. P r actical Considerations

The topology of a BILBO largely consists of an LFSR, where selecred ourpurs a¡e

tapped and fed back through exclusive-OR gates to a 2X1 MUX. One immediate

difficulry in the design lies in selecring the appropriate feedback taps; thar is, rhe øps
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are not independent of the size of the LFSR for maximal-length polynomial d.ivision.

Anorher potential difficulty a¡ises when having to send the higher order tap(s) back to

the multiplexer input, as this distance is normally a significant fraction of the chip and

grows (linearly) with H¡, the number of cells. A technological fix may include the use

of larger exclusive-oR gates, hierarchical drivers, or wider and thicker metal lines to

ci¡cumvent problems associated with delay and cu.rrent density. The cost involved

with this approach arises from a reduced global topological uniformity, a major design

deterrent for increasing W. In any event, a time penalty is experienced of O( log l{z),

or even worse' of a( ty), if cunent density limitations a¡e taken inro accounr tca¡dg6l.

By adopting cellula¡ a¡chitecture, a cALBo ci¡cuit does not suffer from this symprom,

as the required communication amongst cells is rest¡icted to nea¡est neighbours. on

the other hand, the hardwa¡e of the basic cell has been modestly inc¡eased to accom-

modate the required storage of the present state, the locat logic to implement a given

rule, and the incorporation of Eansmission-gate multiplexers.

Another a¡ea of further investigation is rhe system size w at which the utility of

the CALBO approach is expected to supercede that of rhe BILBO. The measures for

this comparison are at present a moving target as are many decisions in DFT. A

justifiable suggestion is the utilization of an established measurement criterion, such as

the AT (area-time) metic. The constant factors in A and T a¡e of immediate

¡elevance to non-asymptotic design decisions, whereby these factors are more easily

accounted for in a relative ma¡ner. In addition, a heu¡istic factor is introduced based

upon wiring difficulty and technological fixes.

Since it is most benefrcial to have the services of a total uniform CALBO topol-

ogy, construction may be served by the Rule 30 CA unit cell of Figure 7.1. In this

way, cells may be added, or deleted, without any distu¡bance to existing cells. But,

here a¡e two immediate problems which come to mi¡d that renders the Rule 30
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CALBo unadvantageous: i) its pseudorandom number generation is non-maximal

length; and ii), because it includes periodic boundary conditions, rhere is a serious

degradation introduced as the result of an across-chip interconnection. As a design

alternative, to rid the test engineer of such problems, a Rule 90/150 cALBo may be

constructed with far less overhead. Based on the Rule 90 and Rule 150 unit cells of

Figure 7.2, a combination of cells can be found for any particular size cALBo, which

will yield marimal-length operation.

s(m)

S(m+1)

Figure 7.1: Non-linear Rule 30 CA CALBO Cell.

Anothe¡ attractive fearure inclusive in this design is that there is no across-chip com-

munication, whatsoever, (only null boundary conditions). Even though a ci¡cuit

modification to a Rule 90/150 CALBO may be cause for redesign, it may be accom-

plished with great ease since ci¡cuit regularity is well maintained throughout.

s2

Di¡
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Figure 7,2a): Linear Rule 90 CA CALBO Cell.

Figure 7.2b): Linear Rule 150 CA CALBO Cell

8i
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Upon selection of a Rule 90/150 CALBO, a conservative estimate of at most two

times rhe area per cell, as the unit cell for the BILBO, is required. This estimate

comes abour as a consequence of considering the a¡ea requftemenß of both Rule 90

and Rule 150 cells. Ir accounts for the additional logic necessary to perform the cellu-

la¡ automaton operation at each cell a.long the anay, as well as for the 2Xl MUX

which allows each cell to feed back onto itself. The D-type flip-flop, analogous to the

case of a BILBO, acts as a one-bit memory device necessary for each operational

mode. For the present discussion, the increased local wiring complexity associated

with the CALBO is raded against the increased global wiring complexity of rhe

BILBO. The area fo¡ the BILBO increases as C 1W , with W the number of register

cells, and C, the unit cell area; whereas, the area for the CALBO increases approxi-

mately as 2C rW. This ignores the a¡ea of rhe additional wiring in the BILBO, which

will unquestionably prove problematic for sufûciently larye W . A time complexity

comparison favou¡s the cALBo since communication is restricted to nearest neigh-

bours; whereas, communication in the BILBO, in the general case, extends over a con-

siderable f¡action of the chip width. In the hierarchical driver scheme, we assume rhis

time to increase as C 2logn for the BILBO; it is simply C2 for the CALBO. The AT

metric implies that the CALBO circuit approach is prefened to the BILBO ci¡cuit

when lll > 4, since the AI metric for rhe BILBO , C ¡C 2W logW , and CALBO,

2C LC 2W are equivalent when !7 = 4. (Employin g an AT2 metric would mean that the

CALBO is prefened above 17 = 3.) It instead, the delay associated with communica-

tion in the BILBO was dominated by current density limitations, the time would go as

C 2W . Once again, the AI metric would imply that the CALBO circuit approach is

prefened to the BILBO chcuit, but this time for lIl ) 2. The AT merric comparisons

supports the finding that the CALBO is particularly well suited to BIST for those

situations where pseudorandom testing is applicable, as we a¡e attempting to capitalize

upon the vi¡tues of the CALBO over the BILBO.
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7.3. Signature Analysis Using Cellutar Automata

A further issue, which must also be add¡essed at this time, is in regards to the

appropriateness of the cALBo ci¡cuit for signature analysis. In the LFSR based

BILBo ci¡cuit, signature analysis is usually performed via a Multipte-input signature

Register (MISR), in a simila¡ manner ro the generation of cyclic redundancy codes. It

is a-lso the contention of the cALBo ci¡cuit to be capable of compacting data wirh

comparable enor detection, as a direct consequenr of the Rule 90/i50 HCA's rich

maximal-length pseudorandom number generation capability. Recent anaìysis by Hor-

tensius [HortensiusS9] and Serra ¿¡ ¿/. [sena89] have indeed shown that this is, in

fact, true. By means of analytical deduction, along with extensive simulation, it has

been categorically confrrmed that the data compaction capability of both maximal-

length LFSR and HCA based MISRs are generally the same. This is a d.irect conse-

quence of the isomorphism between the two finite state machines.

7.4. Weighted Cellular Automaton Logic Block Observer

In so far as W is sufÊciently large, such that probabilistic tesring is the only prac_

tical test means available, certain one-dimensional cellula¡ automata have demonstrated

to be attractive alternatives to the LFSR. Such is the case for the Rule 90/150 HCA,

where it can be successfully implemented as a stand alone pseudorandom test pattern

generator/signature analyzer, or in more advanced CALBO technology.

Fu¡the¡more, a "Weighted" Test Patrern Generator (WTPG), or ,.Weighted"

Cellular Automaton Logic Block Observer (WCALBO), may be constructed from

those qualifying cellular automata by utilizing extemal weighring logic, wirh some

informal ad hoc design techniques. As discussed in a previous section (sec. 6.4: sta-

tistical Evaluation of WTPGs), there is, once again, great improvements noted over
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convenrional LFSR based designs. This novel 6¡d represents an important conrribu-

tion to BIST, since many pseudorandom-resista¡t ci-rcuits are found, in an overwhelm-

ing number of insta¡ces, to be weighted random pattern testabre; and, they are depen-

dent on apparent statistical independence for detecting a wide assonment of faults

(such as, memory induced faults, and ransition faults). waicukauski and Lindbloom

[waicukauski88] have subjected this class of pseudorandom-resistant ci¡cuits to

weighted random pattern testing. They have found that test lengths, when compared to

unbiased pseudorandom test sets, have been reduced by orders of magnitude, while

fault coverage is signifrcantly increased.

The ha¡dwa¡e considerations for this new test circuitry must provide accommoda-

tion for the delivery of a multitude of pre-estabLished weighted distributions. This must

be done in such a manner that the amendments of an overall reduced test set will

outweigh the complications incu¡red by an increased a¡ea overhead. For instance, a

cost-effective parallel WTPG may incorporate, say, a tri-distribution (e.g., Z5Va,5OVa,

ar.d 757o), as it is expected that a wide range of potential pseudorandom-resistant

faults can be exposed wirh minimal additional logic, in reasonable time. The inclusion

of an array of gates, consisting of NORs and NANDs, will take care of the generation

of the 25Vo and 75Vo disributions, respectively; whereas, the generation of tlte 50Va

distribution is simply attained by selecting ouçuts directly from the originat driving

engine. with the additional placement of 3X1 MUXs, a weighted distribution selecta-

bility is permitted for the testing mode of operation.
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8.1. Conclusions

The main contribution of this thesis was in improving upon conventional

Weighted Test Panem Gene¡ator $ruPG) circuitry for Built-ln Self-Test (BIST),

thereby increasing the fault detecdon capability of the apparatus, and the means by

which testability is achieved. The methodology is centered a¡ound the concept of

employing one-dimensional cellular Automata (cA) as altematives to Linea¡ Feedback

Shift Registers (LFSRs). By using these srru*u¡es as primary ',driving engines', driv-

ing logic arrays, the result is a WTPG function with improved statistical propenies,

wiring complexities, and performance.

The¡e were seve¡al statistical aspects of WTPG behaviou¡ investigated:

State-time Visualization: Using the human eye in a strictiy subjective qualitative

test, it was determined rhar rhe LFSR based WTPGs had very poor local and global

ra¡domness. The CA based configurations, on the other hand, had signs of only

local self-similar sructrrres, which were considered no where nea¡ as detrimental to

randomness,

Density and Average Density: The density evolutions of those LFSR based

WTPGs were found to change by, ar most, one inc¡ementa.l density. This implied

that the emanating densities were considered serially conelated, and were -thus
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indicative of unacceptable random behaviour. For those CA based WTpCs, rhe

density evolutions appeared statisrically independent. When the average density

evolutions were investigated, rhe LFSR based WTpGs could not anain their

steady-state average in the duration observed, whereas those based on CA managed

to attained thei¡ steady-stâte average rather quickly.

. Probability Mass Function: According to the density histogram evolutions, it was

apparent that the density evolutions of the LFSR based WTpGs did not converge

upon the desi¡ed Binomial PMF in an acceptable ma¡ner. In fact, when a

goodness-of-fit test was performed, it was shown rhat aìl LFSR based WTpGs with

a test length of 20,000 failed the 12-test. ln contrast, due to rhe respectable histo-

gram convergence of those based on CA, they successfully passed the X2-test.

(This was true for all but the sharing configuration, under which even a WTpG

based on a statistically independent driving engine failed rejectediy.)

. Magnitude Spectrum: To funher investigate the global properties of the emanat-

ing density evolutions, their Fourier domains were examined. In doing so, it was

found that the LFSR based WTPGs contained disproponionately more low fre-

quency content, which was assessed as being most damaging to randomness on a

global level. Furthe¡ to this, it was also substantiated that the CA based WTpGs

contained some additional high frequency contenr, but due to the limitations in the

fixed sampling frequency of the original ensemble, was thought not necessarily

derimental to global randomness.

' Auto and Cross-Correlation Coefficients: From the space-phase conelation plots,

it was generally shown that the LFSR based WTPG configuradons conrained large

amounts of cross-conelation; however, as was the case for the CA based WTPGs,

they produced much less cross-conelation. The Rule 30 CA based configurations

contained what appeared to þ an exponentially decreasing space-phase correlation
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ridge, while for those based on the Rule 90/150 HCA, rhere was no appreciable

quantity of correlation that would prove problematic.

When the original Rule 90/150 HCA driving engine was investigated in more

detail, several properties were characterized: i) the finite-state machine possesses

two-valued auto and cross-correlation coefficient functions, giving rise to Pseudo-

noise (PN) bit sequences at each site; ii) there is a deñnitive linea¡ recursive rela-

tionship dictating the evolution of the PN bit sequences; iii) the exea correlation

coefficient values occurring on both end sites (under Rule 90 occupancies), for a

time or phase shift of one, can be suppressed by replacing those Rule 90 cells,

located at the end sites, with Rule 150 cells. (This occurrence is a di¡ect result of

fixed null boundary conditions.); and iv), when the placement of Rule 90 and 150

cells, making up the maximal-length Rule 90/150 HCA combination, is arbitrarily,

but uniformly, distributed, self-simila¡ structures in the state-time evolution a¡e

reduced. This is, in turn, characteristically better for randomness.

In general, it can be stated that the effect of a functional logic array on the

evolution of a WTPG tends to produce a "broadening" in the space-phase correla-

tion ridges of the original generaror. Funhermore, in the Zero Spacing

confrguration, thele is a relatively flat space-phase correlation plot for the Rule

90/150 HCA based WTPG. This property reflects its excellent ability to detect an

assor[nent of memory induced faults for those instances when weighted random

testing is applicable. The degree to which this is possible is unattainable by any

parallel LFSR based WTPG.

. Bit Sequence Tuple Lengths: ln order for a bit sequence to be considered

effectively random, it must exhibit a particul weighting d¡awn in a indepen-

dent, or "apparcntly" independent, fashion. To test for this, a bit sequence

tuple test can be performed. For the LFSR based WTPCs considered, only the
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N/2 configurarion met the outlined requirements of ,,independence.' ' Con_

versely, it was shown rhat both CA based WTpGs (i.e., Rule 30 CA, and Rule

90/150 HCA), in the much simpler Zero Spacing configuration, produced saris-

factory bit sequence tuple profiles. with the added benefit of a concatenated

tuple rest, the N/2 LFSR WTPG, even with its proper individual bit sequence

tuple profiles, indicated unacceptable concatenated ruple profiles. Under the

same ci¡cumstances, the CA based WTpCs faired remarkably well.

In retrospect, it was determined rhat the CA based WTpCs exhibited much

better local and global random properties, and, with reservations, appeared similar

to the statistically independent model. By vinue of the local communicarion a¡chi-

tecture, a¡d regular topology, of the CA based WTpGs, there is a reduced wiring

complexity associated with the development of such BIST test circuitry. (In this

regard, they a¡e extendible to Scan techniques, such as Boundary Scan, a¡d to

observation techniques incorporating a weighted cellula¡ Automaron t ogic Block

observer (wcALBo) with multiple distributions.) In particular, it was learned that

the Rule 90/150 HCA, unde¡ the Zero Spacing WTpG configurarion, demonstrated

sufficiently acceptable random properties, with increased circuit performance, as a

result of its ability to conform to vLsI. on the other hand, there were difficulties

encountered with the LFSR WTPC in its N/2 configuration with respect to both

randomness and wiring complexity, which precluded its acceptability.

8.2. Future Work

Fo¡ future considerations, the effort should be di¡ected toward developing

methods of attaining l,l/ ourputs from W inputs for those CA based WTpG
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Chapter 8 Conclusions a¡d Future Work

schemes involving original driving engines. Ir ca¡ also be considered imponant to

study convenriona.l chaotic cA and HCA with larger neighbourhoods, since they

may allow a weighting function to be selected as a di¡ect consequence of their rule

numbers. ln this way, l1z-bit weighted tesr pattems, with excellent pseudorandom

cha¡acteristics, may be derived from 17 cA cells. Finally, so as to demonstrate rhe

necessity of better WTPGS ro DFT, in panicula¡, BIST, actual fault coverage capa_

bility of the WTPGs based on CA a¡d LFSRs should be compared.
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Appendix B
Statistical Estimators

8.1 Estimation of Independent Random Variables

Consider a sequence of mutually Independent Identically Distributed (IID) ran-

dom variables, <x¡>, with finite mean, ¡t, and variance, o2. For this ensemble, the

sample mean

is an unbiased estimator of ¡r since ãixsl=p.

variance

(B.t)

For the same ensemble, the sample

^ r N-l( - ì2
ozs = ;;- E l¡, -Xs IlY -1 ^ \ 

'

- r lV-l
xr = ¡r,à''

(B.2)

is an unbiased estimator of o2 because E I o2, 1= 62. An interesting satistic which is

used to measure the accuracy of X5 as an estimator of ¡r, is the varia¡ce of the sample

mean, o2¡X51 [Law82]. From Theorem B.l, it is obvious that for asymptotically large

N, X5 should approach p.
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Theorem 8.1:

If Xs is the sample mean of N mutually independent identically disrri.

buted random va¡iables,

(8.3)

Proof:

From the definition of variance [TrivediS2],

(8.4)

if all .r¡ s are mutually independent of one a¡rother. Then,

"trxrt = #.

.' 
['i¿,,, ] 

= "fr,, ærr-,r

o2rxsr = r [i¡,+]
¡v-r L l2

= t l+l .ot[',]. (B.s)
¡=o IrY J

Finally, using the fact that all .r¡ s are mutually independent and identically dis-

tributed (IID) of one anorher.

o2¡x,¡= [#]''o,,,,
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(8.6)

It is also possible to fi¡d an unbiased estimator of o2¡Xr1 by replacing o2 in Theorem

B. 1 with o25 . Then,

to-

(8.7)

wtrere 8¡Xr1 denotes that it is an unbiased estimaror of o2[X51; that is,

¿tô2tXr ll=o2tX1l. By using the above unbiased srarisrics, a confidence interval for

p can be established, which would funher assist in the assessment of rhe sampling

function.

8,2 Estimation of Dependent Random Variables

As mentioned above, it is not a-lways possible to obtain unbiased statistical esti-

mators. For these circumstances, fu¡her statistical understanding is necessary so as to

establish statistical validity. Because the above statistics were derived based on the

assumption of statistical independence, ir is not surprising that the sample estimators

were unbiased quantities. In practise, however, since simulated output data is almost

always correlated, or murually dependent, it is important to note what affecr this will

have on the genuineness of the sample estimarors of equations B.l and B.2.

In order to analyze the affect of dependent ra¡dom va¡iables representing a typi-

cal stochastic process, a new assumption must be made. The assumption of a

fi&r = #="þ- [,,-';]'
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cova¡iance stationary stochastic

model.

Statistical Estimators

process will sufñce in providing a realistic dependency

Theorem 8,2:

A discrete-time stochastic process, with

be covariance stationary if

=o2,

random va¡iables <r¡>, is said to

(B.8)

(8.9)

(8.11)

l-L¡

C2¡

and

C¡,¡ * j = Cov (x¡, x¡ * ¡) (B.10)

is independent of i for I,le {0, 1,...,N - 1}, where N represents the number

of ¡andom va¡iables ILaw82].

From Theorem B.2, the sample mean remains an unbiased estimator of ¡r. But, unfor-

tunately, rhe same cannot be said about the sample variance. Because ð[o25] *o2 for

the dependent case, it is not an unbiased estimator. Instead,

Ero2,¡=., [,-rîi,k]t1
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where

Statistical Estimators

C¡.¡*¡ Ci
Pj=--#=----r

\6'¡o"¡*¡ o'
(8.12)

is the correlation coefficienr of the dependent process [Law82]. If p; is positively

correlated, E[o2s]<o2; thus, in general, if o2s is used to estimate o2, invalidation in

the overall statistical analysis could emerge, seriously affecting the reliability of any

related statistics. consequently, this implies that the derivation of a confidence interval

for ¡r is no longer a simple task, since the variance of X, is not equaÌ to o2lN. In

fact, it can be shown that

(8.13)

for a covariance stationary stochastic process. According to Law and Kelton [Lawg2],

if equation 8.7 (for the IID process) is used as a¡ esrimator for o2¡xr; (for the covari-

ance stationa¡y stochastic process) there will be two factors contributing to erÌors.

The fi¡st is the bias of using o25 âs an estimator of o2, or

.¡ N-ll ì-ñ- I [t-,'trø)P,.
l=v

If equations 8.11 and 8.13 are combined,

(B.14)
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where

,,otr , - f*,ot¡lll-r¿l 
ov I o2txsl,

Statistical Estimators

(8.15)

(B.l ó)

(8.17)

(8,18)

D(N) = l+. +,¡, [,-,,"]o,l

Thus, the second error in the estimator will occur as a result of the factor

[r,rr"ll-t*-t-l*

8.3 Method of Independent Replications

It is statistically beneficial to have a test confidence interval for ¡r predetermined

so that we can test Xs for some arbirary stochastic process. To do this requires some

assumptions, approximations, and the utilization of the central limit theorem (see

lLawS2l).

For a sequence of IID random variables <x¡>, with mean p and variance o2, it

has been shown, by the central limit theorem, that for sufficiently large N the ¡-

distribution function

,t"l - x, -l'
{o2r llr'
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closely approximates the standard normal distriburion function. Therefore,

confidence interval for p in the 100(1-r) percentile is given by

X, tZo,r^[æ¡N (B.19)

In a simila¡ fashion, for a covariance stationary stochastic process (one which

assumes a specific kind of interdependence berween its random variables), a r-
distribution function can be written, with some general assumptions, as [TrivediS2]

.(N) - xs -tl,------__-:.
o !c(pl)/N

c(p¡)= r+2i+
j=oo"

(8.20)

(B.21)

Once again, a 100(1-cl) percentile confidence intervaì fo¡ p can be approximated by

the standard normal distribution function for large N; thus,

x, xzo,r.,lc{Ç¡&rriv . (8.22)

Trivedi has noted that the confidence interval given by equation 8.22 is difficult to

estimate because of the problems encountered in deriving estimates for C(p;) and

o25 . They suggest a method of determining better estimators for mutually dependent
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processes, using the method of independent replications,

By replicatirg an experiment containing N observations M times (each wirh a

different seed), the results of the experimenr will be independent even though each

individual event is knowingly dependent. The connotation of such a srarement is

impressive: it means that reliable measures of statistical quantiries are possible, even

when different ki¡ds of dependencies a¡e involved. This method is undoubtedly more

suited fo¡ determining a confidence intewal for any stochastic process, albeit, at the

added expense of an increase in the amount of experimentation conducted.

For some arbitrary stochastic process, let <.r¡> denote a sequence of random vari_

ables of length N, and X;U) and o2s(j) the sample mean a¡d variance, respectively,

in the l-th experiment. Then, we may write

- r N-l
xs(i) = lv,I:r;t;1,

^ r N-11 - ìo's(i)= À/_r > l¡r(j)-xs(j)-J/y _r j=0 \

- t M-I-xt=itxs(i)
I =u

(8.23)

and

(8.24)

With the results of j independent sample means, an unbiased estimator for the ensem.

ble mem can be determined by
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(8.26)

1 M -t N -l=r^ I lx¡(l), (8,2s)
J =U ¡ =U

whereas an estimate of the va¡iance of the sample means car be estimated by

*, =;.'p:[",ur-"-, ]'
1 M-:l .=" M -.)= -:- t X'"( i\ - "' X'. .

M -r ¡?x M -r

Consequently, if both M and N a¡e large, the r -distribution

,(M ,N ) _ X.s -!t
,tPrtM

(B.27)

can approximate the standa¡d normal distribution function. This implies that

confidence interval for M at the 100(1 -d) percentile, can be denoted as

f, t zo,r^[*rnu . (8.28)

In retrospect, one can appreciate that only approximations can, at best, be made

when constructing confidence intewals for ¡r, whether or not the random variables a¡e

mutually independent. Even so, it is purposeful to provide some objective insight into

understanding the haza¡ds of using biased sample estimators for statistically evaluating

stochastic processes. In the analysis presented, as appreciated, much of the statistics

are affected by biased estimates, albeit, ever so slightly. They include: density and
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average density; probability mass function; and, auto and cross-correlation coefficienrs.

Even though biased estimates a¡e ever present, they do not deter or alter any of the

said conclusions. This is because the sample ensembles are sufficiently large so as to

reveal the evolutionary, or global, behaviours of the statistical evolution mechanisms,

which is all that is considered as important for investigation. In any event, the subtle

differences which do occu¡ are percieved as having no d¡astic impact on rhe validity of

those residing BIST test quality measures. However, as appreciated, they could inflict

recognizable anomalies if used in more demanding capacities.
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Figure C.1: Space-Time Evolutíon of test patterns fo¡ NTFSR; W=53; L=400.

Figure C.2: Space-Time Evolution of test patterns for LFSR: W=53; L=400.
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Figure C.3: Space-Titne Evolution of test pauerns for Rule 901150 HCA: W=53 ;
L=400.

Figure C,4: Space-Time Evolution of test pauerns for Rule 30 CA: ll=53; L=400.
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Figure C.5a): lnace--Ti1yg _Evolutio,n of test patterns for NLFSR weighted to 2SVo
(AND-gate bank): IS]; W=52; L=400.

Fig_ure C.5b): Spq99-Time Evolution of test patterns for NLFSR weighted to TSVo
(OR-sate bank): [S]; W=52; L=400.
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-

Figure C.6a): Spac.e-.Time Evolution of test patterns for LFSR weíghted to 25Vo
(AND-gate bank): IS]; W=52; L=400.

iifor;"rr;fllifrir:#i=Euaution 
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FiLure 
-C,Ja): Sp-ace;Tiry9 Eyqluríon of test patterns for Rule 90tIS0 HCA weighted to

257a (AND-gate bank): [S] ; W=52 ; L:400.

Fig-ure C.7b): Space-Time Evolution of rc$ patterns for Rule 90tIS0 HCA weighted to
75Vo (OR-gate bank): [S]; W=52; L=400.
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Figu¡e C,8a): Spac-e-Time Evolution-of test patterns for Rule 30 CA weighted to 25Va
(AND-gate bank): IS]; W=52; L=400.

Fig_ure C,8b): Space-Time Ev_oluyiqn of test pauerns for Rule 30 CA weighted to 75Vo
(OR-gate bank): [S]; W=52; L=400.
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Appendix C State-Time Evolutions

Figure C.9a): lpac.9-flyte luolution oÍ test patterns for NLFSR weíghted to 25Va
(AND-gate bank): U=01 ; W=26; L=400.

Fig_ure C.9b): Spgge{iryg Evolution of test panerns for NLFSR weighted to 75Vo
(OR-gate bank): U=01 ; W=26; L=400.
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Appendix C State-Time Evolurions

Figure C.10a): Spqce-llme Evolution of test patterns for LFSR weighted to 2S1o
(AND-gate bank): U=01; W=26; L=400.

Fig_ure C.10b): Space-Time Evolutíon of test patterns for LFSR weighted to TSVo
(OR-gate bank): [J=0]; W=26; L=400.



Appendix C State-Time Evolutions

Fig^u_ry Ç,fþ): Spage-lime Evolution of test patterns for Rule 90il50 HCA weighted
to 257o (AND-gate bank): [J=0];W=26'; L=q00,

Fig_ure C..f-fb): Space--Tiry9 Evolution of test panerns for Rute 90//'50 HCA weighted
to 75Vo (OR-gate bank): [J=0];W=26; L=400.



Appendix C State-Time Evolutions

Figure C,12a):. lnqce-ljng Euo,lution of test patterns for Rute 30 CA weighted to 25Vo
(AND-gate bank): U=01; W=26; L=400.

Figure C.12b): Spgcg{t11e 
-Eyolurion-of test panerns for Rule 30 CA weighted to 75Vo

(OR-gate bank): [J=0] ; W=26; L=400.



Appendix C State-Time Evolutions

Figure C,l3a):. lpgqr-!!ry" Eu-olution of test pauerns for LFSR weighted to 257o
(AND-gate bank): U=251; W=26; L=400.

Fig_ure C.13b): Spgtç:Tiry. Eyolltriory of test pauerns for ßSR weighted to 75Vo
(OR-gate bank): [J=25]; W=26; L=400.
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Appendix C State-Time Evolurions

Fig^u_re C,!f3): Space-Time Euql4tion of test pauerns for Rule 90t150 HCA weighted
to 25Vo (AND-gate bank): [J=25]; W=26; L=400.

Figure C.14b): Space-Time Evolution of test panerns for Rule 901150 HCA weighted
to 75Vo (OR-gate bank): p=251; W=26; L=400.
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Figure D,la): Density Evolution of test patterns for NLFSR: W=30; L=500
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Figure D.lb): Average Densiry Evolution of test patterns for NLFSR: W=30;
L=],000.
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Figure D.2b): Average Density Evolution of test pøtterns for LFSR: W=30;
L=],000.
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Figure D,3a): Dersity Evolution of test pauerns for Rule 901150 HCA: W=30;
L=500.
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Figure D.3b): Average Densiry Evolution of test patterns for Rule 901150
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Figure D,4a): Densíry Evolution of test patterns for Rule 30 CA:
L=500.
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Figure D.4b): Average Densiry Evolution of test patterns for Rule 30 CA:
lV=30; L=l,000.
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Figure D.5a): Densiry Evolution of test patterns for NLFSR weíghted to 25Io
(AND-gate bank): IS]; W=29; L=500.
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Figu_re D.5b]: Average.Density- Evgl-uti9n of test patterns for NLFSR weighted
to 25Vo (AND-gate bank): IS]; W=29; L=1,000.
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Figure D.6b): Average Density Evolution of test patterns for LFSR weíghted to
257o (AND-gate bank): [S]; W=29; L=],000.
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Fig-u,re D.7a): Density Evolution of test patterns for Rule 901150 HCA weighted
to 251o (AND-gate bank): [S]; W=29; L=500.
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Figure D.7b): Averøge Density Evolution of test patterns for Rule 90/150 HCA
weighted to 25Vo (AND-gate bank): [S]; W=29; L=I ,000.
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Figure D.8b): Average Densíty Evolution of test patterns for Rule
weíghted to 25Vo (AND-gate bank): [S] ; W=29; L=],000.
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Figure D.8a): Densiry Evolutìon of test pauerns for Rule 30 CA: weighted to
25Vo (AND-gate bank): [S]; W=29; L=500.
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Figl¡re D.9a): Densíty Evolution of test pauerns for NLFSR weighted to 75Vo
(OR-gate bank): [S]; W=29; L=500.
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Figure D.9b); Average Density Evolution of test patterns for NLFSR
to 75Vo (OR-gate bank): [S]; W=29; L=I,000.
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Figure D.10a): Density Evolution of test patterns for LFSR weighted to 757a
(OR-gate bank): [S]; W=29; L=500.
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Figure D.10b): Average Density Evolution of test patterns for LFSR weighted
to 75Vo (OR-gate bank): [S]; W=29; L=I,000
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Figure D.11a): Density Evolution of test patterns for Rule 90/150 HCA weight-
ed to 75Vo (OR-gate bank): [S] ; W=29; L=500.
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Figure D.11b): Average Density Evolution of test patterns for Rule 901150
HCA weighted to 757o (OR-gate bank): [S]; W=29; L=1,000.
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Figure D.l2b): Average Density Evolution of test patterns for Rule 30 CA
weighted to 757o (OR-gate bank): [S];W=29; L=I,000.
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Figure D.12a): Density Evolution of test panerns for Rule 30 CA: weighted to
757o (OR-gate bank): [S]; W=29; L=500.
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Figure D.13a): Density Evolution of test pauerns for NLFSR weighted to 257a
(AND-gate bank): U=01 ; W=15; L=500.
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Figure D,l3b): Average Density Evolution of test pauerns for NLFSR weighted
to 25Vo (AND-gate bank): [J=0];W=15; L=1,000,
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Figure D.14a): Densiry Evolution of test patterns for
(AND-gate bank): U=01; W=15; L=500.
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Figure D.14b): Average Density Evolution of test patterns for LFSR weighted
to 25Vo (AND-gate bank): [J=0]; W=l5; L=1,000.
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Figure D.15a): Density Evolution of test patterns for Rule 901150 HCA weight-
ed to 25Vo (AND-gate bank): U=01;W=15; L=500.
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Figure D.15b): Average Density Evolution of test patterns for Rule 901150
HCA weighted to 257o (AND-gate bank): P=01; lV=lJ; L=I,000.
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Figure D.16a): Density Evolution of test patterns for Rule 30 CA: weighted to
25Vo (AND-gate bank): U=01; W=l5; L=500.
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Figure D.16b): Average Density Evolution of test patterns for Rule 30
weighted to 25Vo (AND-gate bank): U=01; W=15; L=],000.
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Figure D.l7b): Average Densiry Evolution of test patterns for NLFSR weighted
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Figure D,18a): Densiry Evolution of test patterns for LFSR weighted to 75Vo
(OR-gate bank): U=01; W=15; L=500.
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Figure D.18b): Average Density Evolution of test patterns for LFSR weighted
to 75Vo (OR-gate bank): U=01; W=15; L=1,000.
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Figure D.19a): Density Evolution of test pauerns for Rule 901150 HCA weight
ed to 75Vo (OR-gate bank): [J=0]; W=15; L=500.
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Figure D,19b): Average Densiry Evolution of test patterns for
HCA weighted to 757o (OR-gate bank): [J=0]; W=15; L=],000.
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Figure D.20a): Densíty Evolution of test patterns for Rule 30 CA: weighted to
757o (OR-gate bank): [J=0]; W=15; L=500.
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Figure D.20b): Average Density Evolution of test patterns for
weighted to 757o (OR-gate bank): [J=0]; W=15; L=I,000.
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Figure D.21a): Density Evolution of test pduerns for LFSR weighted to 251o
(AND-gate bank): U=141; W=15; L=500.
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Figure D.21b): Average Denstty Evolution of test patterns for LFSR weighted
to 25Vo (AND-gate bank): [J=14]; W=l5; L=1,000.
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Figure D.22a): Dewity Evolution of test patterns for Rule 901150 HCA weight-
ed to 25Vo (AND-gate bank): U=I4l; W=15; L=500.
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Figure D,22b): Average Densiry Evolution of test patterns for Rule
HCA weighted to 25Vo (AND-gate bank): [J=U]; W=l5; L=I,000.
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Figure D,23a): Density Evolution of test pøtterns for LFSR weighted to 75Vo
(OR-gate bank): U=141; W=15; L=500.
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Figure D.24a): Density Evolution of test patterns for Rule 901150 HCA weight-
ed to 75Vo (OR-gate bank): U=141; W=15; L=500.
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Figure D.24b): Average Densiry Evolution of test patterns for Rule 901150
HCA weighted to 75Vo (OR-gate bank): p=l4l; W=15; L=I,000.
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Appendix E
PMF Evaluation

Definitions and Theorems

Definition 8.1:

Let .r be any discrete random variable, and / ( x ) be al arbitrary funciton of ¡ . If
the random va¡iable has a known probability mass function, p(x), then the expected

value of / (x ) is

Elf G)l= Ð f (x)p(x),
fot all x

(E.1)

Theorem E.1:

A Bernoulli random variable, ¡, has the occurance of only two values, that is, it

is a two-valued function. For this kind of random va¡iable, the probability mass func-

tion can be written as [MendenhallS4]

Pu,(x) =
P iforx=1
1-p ; for -r =0
0 i otherwise;

(8.2)

and the probability distribution function can be denoted by
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where p is the probability of an outcome of 1.

Funhermore, it can be shown that a sequence generated by successive Bemoulli

trials has a mea¡

(8.4)

fo ;rorx<1
Fbe,.(x) = 1r-o tfor 0<.r < 1

[1 ; for x > 1,

(E.3)

and a variance

Proof:

By Definition E.1,

*uer=P'

&6", = p(I-p),

þø", = E[x]

= I.p + 0.(1-p)

(E.s)

(E.6)

and

1<t
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&6", = E[(x -þu)2)

= (1-p)2.p +(0-p)2.p

=p(I-p) (8.7)

Definition E.2:

Let the variance of a discrete random variable, .x , be denoted as

o2 = E[(x -lt)21,

where ¡r is the mean, or expected value, ofx. Then

(E.8)

o2 = E[x2 -2ltt +lt2l

= sÍx2l-2vtlxl+ltz

= Plr2l-ú, (8.9)

since E[&] =È, and Elkrl=k 'E [x ], where,t is a constant.

Theorem E.2:

The summation of l,lr independent Bernoulli ¡andom variables forms what is

known as a single Binomial ¡andom variable [Law82],
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w
x = Zr,,

í=l

where x¡ represents the i-th Bemoulli random variable.

has a probability mass function given by

PMF Evaluation

(E.10)

A Binomial random variable

(8.11)

{

p¡¡^(x)= ]tfl 'px(t-p)w-x ;Xe [0, r,,..,wr

lO ; otherwise,

where p is the probability of an outcome of 1 for each Bemoulli h1a1; and, [f ] is

the Binomial co-effrcient, defrned as the combination

(w) wl
lXl- yt(W-X\t' (8.12)

Further to this, the probability distribution function for the Binomial random variable,

X, is represented by

Fun(x)= ß , Y)p'<t-pt*-,

l;="

; forX < 0

; for 0<X <W

;forX>I42.
(E.13)

It can also be shown that a sequence generated by successive Binomial trials has

a mean
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and a variance

Proof:

Using Definition E.1,

þt¡, =W 'P 
'

Ç2a¡, = W 'P(1-P).

-wl
xt(w - x)l

wl

PMF Evaluation

(8.14)

(8. is)

(E.16)

þt¡n = ElXl

w
= Zx PtnG)

X =0

= i"'=-# ^ 'px11-o¡w-x
x=_o Xl(W - X)l

Because the first term of the series is equal to 0, it can be omitted from the expression.

Thus,

lLun =
X=1

wt

px 11-O¡w - x

px (t-p)w - x (E.17)
x =, (x - 1)!( rv - x)!

By reananging the terms in equation 8.17, and setting y = X -1, a transformation

made in te¡ms of f such that,
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w -l
2 Ptn(Y) = r,

f=0

PMF Evaluation

(E.18)

(8.r9)

þt¡n =w py,;; (;T;;1)l :;i; px-t(t-p)w-x'ya_\(x -1)!(r4l-x)!

w-1 rur - 1\r
=W 'p >, ,.r=r'.!-1. 

- -',' _.-.. .pY 11-O¡lw-t)-Y' tr=oYtt(w - 1)-yl!

Using the fact that

where p6;r(Y) is a Binomial probability mass function, equarion E.18 can be simplied

to

ttt¡" =W 'P ' (E.20)

By Definition E.2,

o2t¡, = Elx2l-Llt¡n . (E.21)

But, because of equation 8.20, atl that is required to soive equation E.21 is knowledge

of E lx2l. Hence, using Definition E.1,

Etx2t= Y xz.---!)-xao x\w - xl'Px (t-P¡w - x
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(x-1)!(w-x)!

PMF Evaluation

.px(t_r¡w-x @.22)
w=>x

X =1

wl

Incorporating the transfo¡ation Y = X - i, equation E.22 can be w¡itten as

E ;x2t =' r{Z##n.,i,"#;îa 
þv( 

1 -p )t'lv - rr- v

= -'{r>^¡ffin' PY (1 - P)(w - 1'-' *' 
}

=w.oltw-1).r"it (w -2)l (v ì
' t' ' ' Yloa -i|rw=l)-Ylt 'p(Y-1)(t-p)tw-.t-Y +il(E23)

With another transform, Z = Y - 1,

_- _... L w _2 (w _2)lElxl=w'pl(w -tl p 2' l. ' ' z=ozt[(w -2)-z]l

=W'pl(w-T)p+tl

= (W .p)2+w .p(t-p).

pzlt-O¡tw -zt-t *rI

FinaJly, making the necessary substitutions into equation

expressed as

&6¡, = (W.p)2+w'p(l-p)-(W p)2

=w p(1-p).

(8.24)

8.21, the va¡iance can be

(8.2s)
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Figure H.5: Space-phase Cross-correlation
bank): [S]; W=29; L=10,000; ReÍerence n=0.
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Figure H.6r Space-phase Cross-correlation of LFSR weighted to 75Vo (OR-gate bank):
IS]; W=29; L=10,000; Reference n=0.
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Figure H.7c): Space-phase Cross-correlation of Rule 901150 HCA weighted to 757a
(OR-gate bank): [S]; W=29; L=10,000; Reference n=2.
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Figure H,10: Space-phase Cross-correlation of LFSR
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Figure H,11a): Space-phase Cross-correlation of Rule 9^01150 HCA weighted to 75Eo

(oh-gate bank): IJ=01 ; W=15; L=10,000; ReÍerence n=0.
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Figure H.11b): Space-phase Cross-correlation of Rule 90/150 HCA weíghred þ 75Eo
(OR-gate bank): U=01; W=15; L=10,000; ReÍerence n=I.
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Figure H.11c): Space-phase Cross-correlation of Rule 901150 HCA weighted to 75Vo
(OR-gate bank): U=01; W=15; L=10,000; ReÍerence n=2.



Appendix H Space-Phase Correlation Plots
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Figure H.11d): Space-phase Cross-correlaîion of Rule 90/150 HCA weighted to 75Vo

(Ok-gate bank): U=01 ; W=15; L=10,000; Reference n=6.
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Figure H.12: Space-phase Cross-correlation of Rule 30 CA weighted to 75Eo (OR'gate
bank): U=01 ; W=15; L=10,000; Reference n=0.
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Figure H.13a): Space-phase Cross-conelation of LFSR weighted to 75Vo (OR-gate
bank): U= l4l ; W= I5 ; L= I0,000; Relerence n=0.
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Figure H.13b): Space-phase Cross-cotelation of LFSR weighted to 75Vo (OR'gate
bank): U=141 ; W=15; L=10,000; Reference n=6.
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Figure H,14a): Space-phase Cross-correlation of Rule 901150 HCA weighted to 757o

¡OR-gate bank): U=l4l; W=15; L=10,000; Reference n--0.
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Figure H.14c): Space-phase Cross-correlation of Rule 901150 HCA weighted to 757o
(OR-gate bank): [J=14]; W=15; L=10,000; Reference n=2.
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Figure I.1: Bit Sequence Tuple Profile of NLFSR we-ighted to 757o (OR-gate
baTb: tJ=01, tJ=Lal;W=15; L=8,192; Reference n=0.
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Figure I.3a): Bit Sequence Tuple Profile of Rule 90/l50,HC-A weighted to 75Vo

(OR-gate bank): U=01 ; W=15 ; L=8,192; Reference n=(0,1 ,2)'
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Figure I.4b): Bit Sequence Tuple Profile of Rule 901150 HCA weighted to 75Vo

(Ok-gate bank): U=141; W=15; L=8,192; Reference n=(3,4,5).
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Figure I.5: Bit Sequence Tupte Profile of Rule 30 CA weighted to 757o (OR-
gale bank): tJ=01, tJ=Lal; W=15; L=8,192; Reference n=0.
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Figure I.6: Concatenated Bit Sequence Tuple Profiles for finite state machines
weighted to 75Vo (OR-gate bank): [S]; W=29; L=1,092.
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Figure I.7: Concatenated Bít Sequence Tuple Profiles for finite state ¡nachines
weíghted to 757o (OR-gate bank): U=01; W=15; L=I,092.
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Figure I.8: Concatenated Bit Sequence Tuple Profiles for finite state machines
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Appendix J
Glossary

AT: Area-Ttme

BILBO: Built In Logic Block ObsenerlObservation

BIST : B uílt-I n S elf-T es t

C Ãt C e ll ul ar Automat a I Aut omato n

CALBO: C ellular Automaton In gic B lock Obsemer I Obsemation

DFT Design For TestabilítY

HCÃt Hybrid Cellular Automatal Automaton

LFSR: Linear Feedback Shift Register

LSSDT Level Sensitive Scan Design

I{ISR: Multiple Input Signature Analyzer

NLFSR: Non-Linear Feedback Shíft Register

PMF: Probability Ma.ss Function

PTPG: Pseuiorandom Test Pattern Generation

RTPG: Random Test Pattern Generation

SRL: Sårl Register I'atch

UPTPG: Unbíased Pseudorandom Test Pattern Generation

YLSI: Very lnrge Scale Integration

\{CALBO: Weighted Cellular Automaton Logic Block Observerl Observation

I{TPG: Weighted Test Pauern GeneratorlGenerarton
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